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THEY'RE DANCING
WOMEN RECEIVE BID
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YOUNG AND ABLE

PIXAR WILL SAVE US

Brothers ready to dominate men's socc~r

- SEE SPORTS, A6
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ANIMATED HEROES
- SEE the indie, INSIDE
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Frankenstein brings Library to life
.
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IWonster exhioit
pairs literature,
mod~m science
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

)

The UCF Library is hosting a
creature unlike any of its regular visitors: A green-headed monster that
has been roaming through literature
for the past 186 year5 - Frankenstein.
However, this time around the
"monster" is here to be understood,
not hated or harmed.
Propped up across the main
library entrance, two large six-panel
segments digest this creation of
Mary Shelly as meticulously as Dr.

Victor Frankenstein put it together.
A sleuth of accompanying events,
discussion panels and competitions
further enhance this one-of-a-kind
exhibit, which will call UCF home
through Dec.10.
The American Library Association solicite.d grant applications for
the exhibit in fall of 2001.
"We thought it was one of the
most interesting cross-disciplinary
ones that we could imagine," said
Cheryl Mahan, the principal investigator for the Frankenstein grant and a
UCF reference librarian.
The exhibit, which will tour 82
libraries around the country by April
2006, not only covers "the obvious
fields of literature and film, it also
gets into technologi, bio-ethics, philosophy, history, pop culture and
many other subject areas,'' Mahan
explained.

Although the only requirement
"The girls' costumes are straight
for the exhibit was an opening recep- from my closet. I have a serious crush
tion focused on Mary Shelly's novel, on '20s fashion," the sophomore digithe UCF Library has gone above and tal media major said. The men's outbeyond by planning more than 10 , fits came from their closets.
The film · follows Miss Zelda
related presentations and discussions that involve UCF experts and (played by 19-year-old Katty
three student competitions in areas Pleasent) as she meets Dr. Fred Astor
(Dan Crawford, 18). The two court,
of film, short story and short play.
Brenna Martin, a 19-year-old digi- much to the dismay of Astor's jealous
tal media and graphic design major, monster (played by Martin's
won the short movie contest by put- boyfriend, . 20-year-old Matthew
ting .a "modem day twist" to the Avery).
Frankenstein story.
"I wanted a plot twist at the end to
Doctor's Folly, which was made in throw everyone off," Martin said. "In
the pre-code style, integrated "gay the original Bride ofFrankenstein, the
humor that existed in the movies Bride is afraid of the monster, so I
during the '20s [into the Frankenstein thought I'd throw that in as well. In
story]," Martin explained. ,
the credits, you can see the thr9WTaking one day to shoot and with , back to the Bride ofFrankenstein.".she
a $0 bupget, Martin enlisted the help said. Martin played the Bride herself;
of friends to star and her own devices
PLEASE SEE ROBOTS ON AS
for props.
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The UCF Library desk has a Frankenstein made of book jackets.

Citrus lots
sque~zing

parking cash
MARK JUSTICE
Staff Writer
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The Citrus Bowl's permit system
works well, perhaps too well. Those
students who decide to attend events
last minute complain that not having a
permit is proving to be quite a problem.
Unable to par~ in the student permit lots, these fans are forced to locate
other parking options. Some of these,
Stich as a lot offered by the Boy Scouts
of America for $5, are reasonable
options.
"[But] the $5 lots are always full, I
had to pay $10 to park at Family Weekend," freshman Rebecca Tomlins<;m
said.
In addition to the high prices, students have other concerns. "When I .
parked in the lot near the Citrus Bowl
Hast weekend], the man told us our car
would be safe," said Tomlinson, a biology major. 'Mer my friends and I left
about five minutes after halftime, he
was gone. The car next to mine was
egged."
At this past weekend's Homecoming game, several indivi<;iuals were
offering random lots to students.
When asked, most of those manning
the lots refused to identify themselves
and couldn't provide proof of lot own·
ership.
One man, claiming to represent a
nonprofit organization, - became
aggressive. He refused to be interviewed, wouldn't 'give his name and
wouldn't say what organization he was
working with. He. eventually said he
was working with disadvantaged
youths, and that although he had the
permission of the lot owner to be selling parking spaces, he would prefer to
keep the ruin;le of that business to himself.
Not one of the individuals selling
these parking spaces was able to produce any form of credential or information authorizing them to do so.
Once again; come halftime, many of
the lots had been abandoned.
When asked to comment, superintendent of the Citrus Bowl, Greg
Thompson, said the situation was
"surprising'' and that he had not been
aware that this was going on.
Thompson said that because these
rogue lots are not city controlled, stu,dents parking there are doing so "at
their own risk."
Another option available to students is to park in the front driveway of
enterprising homeowners in the area
surrounding the Citrus Bowl.·
Although individuals offering this
option were uncomfortable providing
specific information, one such person
remarked that he was "just trying to
make some money." He said that he
watches the cars until students return
to claim them.
Students can also pick up parking
permits for lots surrounding the Citrus
Bowl. The free permits can be picked
up from the Black and Gold tent from
ll am. to 2 p.m. each day during the
week before the game.
Students must show a valid student
ID to get one of the 2,500 available permits.

L __

Researchers say chiseled models
sell ads, shatter male self worth
chology professor Stacey TantleffDunn and graduate student Daniel
Agliata showed that "participants
The handsome guy on the TV exposed to ideal image advertisements
screen glides a high-tech razor on his became significantly more depressed
flawless skin. His stomach is stacked and had higher levels of muscle dissatwith muscles, and his arms carry_ isfaction than those exposed to neutral
bulging biceps.
ads."
For anyone who doubts it, his sex
The effort, among the first to examappeal is confirmed by the beautiful girl ine how the "culture of muscularity"
who appears like a genie and wraps her affects the well-being of men, concludarms around him.
ed that the images portrayed by media
While women might see this sales leave men with a discrepancy between
pitch and think the razor makes a good the way they want to look and the
gift, men may take a second look at image they see in the mirror.
themselves and see a body that doesn't
Such discrepancies can lead to
·stack up - at least not according to the' extreme and often unhealthy reactions
bible of modem living, the media
such as eating disorders, exercising too
In fact, images of perfect bodies much, steroid abuse or otherwise
leave average Joes more dissatisfied unnecessary cosmetic plastic surgery.
with
their
appearance,
UCF
"Some men are very critical of themresearchers say.
selves, sometimes worse than women,"
· In a study done on 158 male UCF
students with an average age of 21, psyPLEASE SEE MEN ON A2

NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriter

COURTESYMEN'S HEALTH

Cornerstone: Bear Care 101
Class project raises
cash and awareness
for battered animals
NATE POEKERT
Staff Writer

When junior Drew Nabors signed
up for his required Cornerstone business class, he didn't expect to befriend
an American black bear.
'We went to the Web site and saw
her, and she was just really cute,''
Nabors said about Lola, his pet project
for the fall semester.
Cornerstone, GEB 3031, is required
of all business majors. One of the
assignments is a 40-hour service-learning project that benefits a local nonproQ.t organization.
Many organizations ask students to
make a new flier, design a Web site or
plan a children's activity day.
Nabors and his teammates decided
to head to the woods and help out the
bears.
The team chose The Care Foundation, an animal shelter in Christmas
that nurses abandoned wildlife .for a

return to their natural habitats. The
shelter houses more than 70 animals,
ranging from Siberian tigers to American black bears and wild rabbits.
"Our two existences are converging," Nabors said of the human and the
animal world. "We have so many
endangered animals here in Florida"
Like many businesses in Central
Florida, the foundation's facility was
damaged by Hurricanes Charley and
Frances.
·
"We lost thousands of dollars in
roofing damage and fences," said
Christin Burford, the shelter's director.
"There is large debris on top of cages,
and we lost refrigerators and freezers
needed to store food for the animals."
Nabors said that when his group of
students began researching the facility,
they ·discovered "it was a real nightmare trying to keep all the animals
together, and keep them safe with the
right food and the right medicine,
because they were being kept in storage facilities on Rouse Road."
Team member Ronald Williams, a
senior economics major, said he picked
the organization because of his love for
ani'mals.
"I thought it would be unique,"
Williams said.

COURTESY OF THECARE FOUNDATION

Travis Devita, an assistant director of The Care
Foundation, holds one of the baby bears he cares for.

Although group members said they
were excited and anxious ,t o start the
project, their first meeting at the shelter was shocking.
.
"We saw animals in a garage of an
apartment complex," accounting major
Sarah Larwood said. "There was scat~ered debris all over the place."
Burford told the student team that
the organization was struggling with its
PLEASE SEE
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Registration update
The UCF Registrar disabled the wait list function in
class registration ["Waiting
in line turns virtual on
MyUCF site," Nov. 8] to minimize the differences between
Polaris and MyUCF.
"We carried through the
functionality," UCF Registrar
Dennis Dulniak said, "and the
wait list function wasn't part
of the old system."
Students have still been
receiving error messages for
the wait list system, which led
to confusion.
Dulniak said that "the
number of quick changes students interacted on registration day, in a university of this
size, made the [wait list] program difficult to manage."
Students getting the wait
list error message should
ignore it and set up an
appointment with their academic advisors for registration assistance.
The lack of wait lists also
means that students are back
to asking friends to hold
classes.

Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF community

Bye bye bookstore
The UCF Bookstore will be
closed today through Sunday
for renovations.

Weighty matters
Learn which diets work and which ones don't - from 5
p.m. to 6 p.m. this evening in
Osceola Hall Lounge 148.
A registered dietitian will
discuss the myths and facts
about weight management, the
latest research on fad diets and
weight-loss products.
Individual appointments
with dietitians from the Campus Wellness Center can be
made by calling 407-823-5841.

Helping out the kids, part 2
Volunteer UCF is recruiting
students again to help watch
toddlers at the BETA Center
from 8:30 am. to 12:30 p.m. Friday. The group will meet that
morning on the·steps of Millican Hall to carpool to the center.
Volunteers will take care of
the children while their teenage
mothers take classes to finish
their education.
Interested students should
contact Jacquelyn Russell at
jacquelyn.russell@comcast.net.

Old school melodies
The UCF Early Music
Ensemble will perform a selection of pre-Baroque music from
8 p.m. to 10 p.m. Friday in the
Rehearsal Hall, Room 116.
For more information, contact Keith Koons at 407-823-Sll6
or e-mail kkoons@pegasus.
cc.ucf.edu.

Walking for a cure
Volunteers are needed to
help set up this weekend's MS
Walk from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturday. Proceeds from the
walk go to the National Multiple Sclerosis Society.
The third annual ~ight
Strides MS Walk will begin on
the UCF campus at 7 p.m. Registration for the evening 5-kilometer walk starts at 5 p.m.
behind Millican Hall by the
Reflecting Pond. Volunteers
should meet at 1:45 p.m. in front
of Millican Hall.
Interested students should
e-mail Donya Dyce, VUCF
director for SPARK, at
dgmd84@yahoo.com. To learn
more about the walk, call 407896-3873 or 407-823-2076, or
visit the Web site, http://www.
nationalmssociety.org/flc.

Best Buddies
Best Buddies, an organization that helps pair up volunteers with individuals who have
mental disabilities, will host a
meet-and-greet with students
and disabled citizens from 2
p.m. to 4 p:m. Saturday at the
Lake Claire Pavilion.
The afternoon will include
an icebreaker, information session, games and food.
For more information, contact Steven Kay, VUCF director
for
Mental
Health, · at
skay99@tampabay.rr.com.

Monster robots
As part of the Library's
Frankenstein Exhibit events,
Joanne Pransky, the world's
first robotic psychiatrist, will
present "The Frankenstein .
Complex and Its Impact on
Robotics."
For more Frankenstein
events visit the Library's Web
site,
http://library.ucf.edu/
frankenstein/Events.htm, or
call Cheryl Mahan at 407-8235308.

Selective flu shots
Student Health Services will
be administering flu shots to
UCF students, faculty and staff
to whom catching the flu poses
a high risk beginning Tuesday.
UCF ID is required.
Sign-up is across from the
Pegasus Ballroom in the Student Union. The cost is $20 for
faculty and staff. No charge for
UCF students. For more information, call the Student Health
Center at 407-823-2701.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you ·have a club,
organizatiop. or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column,,send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.
j

Men pumping up with implants
FROM

A1

Nation & World

•

Cleric prays at Arafat's side as
Palestinian leaders plan funeral

said Lori Shafran, a dietician at the Campus Wellness Center.
Shafran said that in her 10-year career
she has seen a definite rise in cases of male
eating disorders. ·
"Many men actually want to get bigger," she said, pointing to an eating disorder that is now labeled as "bigorexia" Men
with this disorder "don't see themselves as
big enough" and· are "in the gym forever."
Such individuals tend to be obsessed with
eating habits and the majority are carbohydrate-phobic, in contrast to women
who are mostly fat-phobic.
Studies by people like Leigh Cohn, coauthor of Making Weight, show that as
much as 2 percent of men, versus 4 to 5
percent of women, suffer from eating disorders. Most studies also suggest that the
rate for men is on the rise.
The main difference between the two ·
genders, however, is that "not many men
want to admit that they have an eating disorder,'' Shafran said. That makes it difficult for health care professionals and athletic trainers to approach and address the
problem, she said.
.
Many men wishing for muscular
results overnight turn to cosmetic surgery.
These options, which range from pectoral
implants to Botox injections, have become
so popular that they have given plastic
surgery a casual appeal, like a thing to do
during lunch break.
The number of men receiving cosmetic plastic surgery increased 28 percent
from 2002 to 2003, almost neck-and-neck
with the 33 percent increase in women
receiving such surgeries, the American
Society of Plastic Surgeons reports.
Last year, more than 1.2 million men,
compared to 1.4 million women, had cosmetic plastic surgery. These bodily alterations were dominated by minimally invasive procedures like Botox injection and
microdermabrasion and surgical procedures like nose-reshaping and eyelid surgery.
The rate of body-reshaping procedures
also has seen an almost astronomical
increase. The number of men having
tummy tucks increased by 143 percent
since 2000, upper arm lifts increase<;l by
606 percent since 2002, and buttock lifts
increased by 554 percent since 2002.
The two latter items are usually performed following bariatric surgery, commonly called gastric bypass surgery,
which has also become a popular yet risky
choice among overweight men.
.
Implants among men are not uncommon either. "The most common male
implant is pectoral implants,'' said Dr.
Christopher Prevel, clinical associate professor of plastic surgery at the Univers\ty
of South Florida School of Medicine and
the medical director of Florida Plastic
Surgery Institute. Calf and bicep implants
are also options for men. In Central Florida, such procedures can cost up to
$10,000.
The silicon implants, Prevel said, are
made of a "block of hard silicone rubber"
and are shaped by the surgeon.
But the men who do it don't like talking
abut it "Unlike women, men are not interested in sharing their experiences,''. Prevel
said. He usually ends up having "a female
patient talk to [prospective] male
patients."
The competition wi~h the chiseled
media models carries many risks for the

CLAMART, France - A
top Islamic cleric read passages from the Quran at Yasser Arafat's hospital bedside
yesterday, with the comatose
Palestinian leader in what an
aide called the "final phase" of
his life.
As Arafat's condition deteriorated, aides made plans to
eventually fly his body to
Cairo for a funeral, then to the
West Bank for burial at his
Ramallah
headquarters.
Palestinians also selected his
immediate successor, saying
the parliament speaker Rauhi
Fattouh - a relative unknown
- will become temporary
president of the Palestinian
Authority at Arafat's death.

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FlDRIDAFUTURE

Some men at UCF say that they wouldn't get cosmetic surgery, and prefer pumping llP the old-fashioned way - with
weights in the gym. However, a growing trend around the coul'ltry shows more men are searching for easier, artificial means.

wannabes.
Aside from a pectoral implant that may
move over time and liposuction that may
lead to fluid retention and shock, eating
disorders and exercising too much can
also become "health hazards," Shafran
said.
Students look at cosmetic surgery from .
varying viewpoints.
"If you are insecure about yourself and
you are depressed and it's hindering you,
then go ahead and have the [c osmetic]
surgery done,'' sald Seth Thompson, 21, an
information technology major.
Erin Prussing, 20, an education major,
didn't find male implants and plastic surgery appe~ling. "I am not into it. I like
manly m en," she said, adding 'that she
finds female cosmetic surgery "equally
unacceptable."
Some guys said they have found other
solutions to .obtaining a great body. Chris
Walker, 21, a liberal studies major who lost
60 pounds through exercise, said, "There's
always a physical solution. I will never do
[cosmetic surgery]. I am happy with the
body I've been given."
Sara Barnes, a journalism student, said,

"You have to work on the inside before
you work on the outside. Once you're
happy with yourself, you realize you won't
really need cosmetic surgery."
Yet these are the comments of people
who are of normal and average weight.
Overweight
students
who
were
approached for comment generally avoided eye contact and did not respond.
For those bothered by their own image,
"the health center offers psychology and
counseling, which can help With dealing
with image dissatisfaction," Shafran said.
Yet Tantleff-Dunn believes "the level of
muscularity and attractiveness that are
idealized in the media often are not attainable for the average man."
As with female images, the images of
men in advertising often are airbrushed
and use techniques to make them look
flawless.
In her study, Tantleff-Dunn concludes
that the key to bridging the gap between
perception and reality will be to help people develop realistic expectations about
their appearance and "avoid buying into
ideals that are impossible or unhealthy to
attain."
'
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Izquierdo told police

drinking and gotten high earli-

Officers Mario Jenkins and

•t:a9
drugs and paraphernalia
Nelson Izquierdo was
were in his locked safe.
arrested in Pegasus '(11(1/~!f#j! He was then transport,,,%;·
ed to the Orange County
Pointe Apartments and
charged with possession of
jail.
cannabis under 20 grams and
10 counts of possession of drug The bulge and the bandana
paraphernalia
Getting charged with two
Officer Samuel Gonzalez .counts of possession of Xanax
was patrolling the apartment without a prescription and carcommunity Oct. 16 when he rying a concealed weapon
noticed Gabriel Emilio Alonso- probably wasn't what Pegasus
Mendoza and Izquierdo, near Pointe resident Robert Servis
Building 21.
had in mind for his house party.
According to the police
Officers Matthew Fazi, Donrepoit, Izquierdo told Gonza- ald Freeman and Ryan Clarke
lez that he had a marijuana arrived to investigate the raucigar. The officer then request- cous event Oct. 16. They located to search their apartment, ed Servis and told him to have
and both suspects agreed.
everyone come outside for the
Officers Ryan Clarke and investigation. Twenty of the 26
Gonzalez found rolling papers, party-goers were younger than
cigars, a rolling machine, four · 18.
pipes, a digital scale and a gas
Fazi noticed a bulge near
mask in Izquierdo's room.
·Servis' right pants pocket and
Inside a safe, where the sus- asked him to turn around for a
pect told police they would pat-down. The suspect then
find nothing, they found $1,100, told Fazi that he had a sheathed
sandwich bags labeled one-half Bowie knife in his pocket.
and one-eighth and a plastic
According · to the police
bag containing marijuana report, Servis told officers that
seeds and stems.
he and his friends had been

asked him if there was any
more marijuana in the apartment, Servis said Iio, but if
there was - it wasn't his.
The· suspect agreed to an
apartment search, during
which Fazi found "the remnants of several bags of
cannabis," Philly Blunt cigars,
and tobacco and cannabis
flakes scattered along the floor
and coffee table, the report
said.
The officer also found two
Xanax pills and a white bandana with a er.own and the letters L and P drawn on it with
marker. Officer Anthony Lupo
said the symbols were characteristic of the Latin Posse, a
local street gang. Servis said he
wasn't .a m ember, but many of
his guests were.
. Servis was transported to
the Orange County central
booking office.

stumbling along Greek Park
Drive and getting into a blue
Dodge pickup truck Oct. 20.
Jenkins pulled Meeks over
once he turned onto Alafaya
Trail.
Meeks failed the field sobriety tests, and was taken to the
Orange County DUI testing
center.
According to the report,
Jenkins' eyes were yellow and
his hair was purple. He told
Meeks that he was born and
still living in a bathroom in
Ecuador.
Meeks refused to take a
breathalyzer test, yelled and
"made several repetitive noises" when Jenkins attempted to
read him the implied consent
statement.
He was then put in a holding
cell, where he twice moved his
handcuffs from the back of his
body to the front. Jenkins had
to put a pair of flex cuffs on
him. ·
Meeks urinated on the floor
of the holding cell and was then
transported to the Orange
County boo~g facility.

StaffWriter

~ he didn't know the . er that evening. When Fazi James Brannon noticed Meeks

'i'/!tilf/)J. .,, ,

•
•
•
•
•

Quite a colorful character
Bradley Meeks was arrested
Oct. 20 and charged with driving while under the influence
and being a sanitary nuisance.

One free copy of the Central Florida Future pennitted per issue. If available, additional copies may be w·~ased fror
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WASHINGTON - The
U.S. trade deficit shrank to
$51.6 billion in September, an
improvement brought about
as exports posted their best
month on record.
The latest snapshot of
trade activity, reported by the
Commerce Department on
Wednesday, came after the
deficit had swelled to $53.5 billion in August - the secondhighest level ever registered.
September's trade deficit represented a 3.7 percent reduc- ·
tion from August.
The size of the deficit in
September turned out to be
smaller than the roughly $53
billion or $54 billion deficit
that some economists were
forecasting.
The narrowing in the trade
gap in September came as
exports rose and imports fell.

•

,

'
•

U.S. forces now hold 70

percent of Fallujah

NEAR FALLUJAH, Iraq American force s bottled up
guerrillas .in a narrow strip of
Fallujah's alleys and streets
Wednesday after a stunningly
swift advance that seized control of70 percent of the insurgent stronghold. In Baghdad,
kidnappers abducted two
members of Prime Minister
Ayad Allawi's family, the government said.
A militant group calling
itself Ansar al-Jihad claimed
in a Web posting to have carried out the kidnapping and
threatened to behead the
hostages within 48 hours
unless the siege of Fallujah
was lifted and prisoners were
freed. The claim's authenticity could not immediately be
verified.

•

•

•
•

Scott Peterson judge replaces a
juror, orders panel to start over
REDWOOD CITY, Calif.
- Jurors deliberating the fate
of Scott Peterson went back to
square one when a . second
juror in the five-month long
murder trial was dismissed
and the judge told the remaining panelists to "start all over
again."
Juror No. 7, an Asian
woman in her 50s or 60s,
apparently did her own
research on the, case. Such
research would violate the
judge's order to consider only
PLEASESEE
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Trade deficit-narrows as
exports rise, imports fall
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ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast France and the United
Nations began yesterday
evacuating thousands of
French and other expatriates
trapped at homes, U.N. offices
and a French military base
during days of anti-French
rampages in the West African
nation.
As state television aired
fiery calls to mobilize against
the French, French troops
combed Ivory Coast's largest
city to rescue foreigners for
evacuation, sending boats to
pluck some French off the
banks of Abidjan's lagoons.
In Paris, France's Cabinet
approved a decree requisitioning commercial aircraft to
carry out French citizens in
what was shaping up as one of
the largest evacuations from
Africa since the independence era

Packed pockets expose drug stockpiles
AMBER FOSTER

•

France, U.N. evacuate trapped
foreigners in Ivory Coast

Police Beat

~
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Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

The Central Florida Future publishes on Mondays and Thursdays tn fall and spring and Wednesdays during summer.
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Get your game on,
.but keep it inside

'LONELY?

· Find a roommate, make a friend

Place an ad in the

«entral ~loriba ~uture
Classifieds

407-447-4555

:Safer networks
·:please students,
. dismay gamers
ERIC SULLIVAN
Contributing Writer
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While a decision to limit
. UCF's computer network traf'. fie; has left students with a
, more secure Internet connection, it has put a big crimp in
the gaming freedom of many.
· Now, they can only play network games with those in their
own housing community.
The UCF Network Operations Center (NOC) dedded to
, block network traffic between
, t_h e various on campus com' munities to slow the spread of
· viruses, speed up network con, nections and discourage illegal
; file-sharing on campus, said
, information technology major
Chad Rippey.
'
Students seem to think that
. it has been successful in these
areas. "In reality the speed and
reliability this semester have
' been very good, the best out of
:' the two previous years I have
, been here," said Rippey, 21,
, who has been setting up networks for five years.
· Denial of service errors
' used to be the norm for stu. dents living on campus. With
, the . new structure, however,
this is much less of a problem.
"What happens in one com. munity doesn't affect another,''
criminal justice major David
Leonard, 19, said.
This new security and reliability comes with a price for
. students and gaming clubs
· though.
,
·: "They have limited us to
·. gaming only within the communities,"
said Brandon
Groves, 21, PC Gaming Club
·· Webmaster. ''.Also, people like
. me who live off campus now
, can not setup a virtual private
network (VPN) into the UCF
network to play games."
A VPN is a way in which
people off campus had been
able to access the UCF network from their homes. UCF
students off campus and on
were previously able to play
~ the same game together from
. the comfort of their homes.
There are a number of gaming clubs at UCF that can no
longer use the UCF network as
a means to socialize with one
another. Console and computer users, who once had a myriad of college students to play
with, are now relegated to playing with people in their hous- ing community.
"I liked being able to play
with people from all over cam; pus," Leonard said. "Late nights

•

,
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· Huev Magoo's Chicken Tenders

Students can play games on Local Area Networks on computers or through gammg consoles,
like the XBox. Now, those games on campus will be restricted to the halls students live in.

with Halo games, people that
played Counterstrike on the
LAN ... I mean it was great.",
According to Groves, as
many as 30 people at a time had
been playing Counter-Strike
over the campus network.
There was a populated game
going at all hours of the day.
"To me playing with people
over the UCF network was fun.
I could hang out with friends
among campus in a virtual
environment. I remember one
night we communicated with
someone online about where
we live by using the walls and
writing with bullet holes,"
Leonard said.
·
The PC Gaming Club had
been able to recruit new members largely through the gaming servers they hosted over
the UCF network Now, they
will have to find new ways to
reach freshman students.
The blocking of ports for
security reasons is another
issue. This can interfere with
students' ability to host or play
their online games.
"My biggest complaint and
disappoiiitment with the campus Internet connection is that
all incoming ports are closed
preventing us from hosting just
about anything,'' Rippey said.
"I remember they closed
AIM ports for a week or two,''

Leonard said.
"I mean I easily can reconfigure AIM to accept on a different port, but still, it's the lack
of regard to what they're affecting."
The change functions to
"discourage Windows file
sharing" as well, according to
Rippey.
Record labels have been
suing an increasing number of
people over piracy of their
music. College and high school
students have found themselves in legal trouble over the
music and videos downloaded
from file-sharing networks
such as Kazaa.
~1
There has been an effort to
crack down on illegal peer-topeer file-sharing over the campus Internet connection. This
is one of the ways network
administrators can make filesharing less appealing by limiting their peer base.
Limiting the number of people that students are directly
connected to limits the number of people that they can
share copyrighted material
with.
"They're [NOC] not too
bad when you're on the legal
side of everything, but when
you want to be illegal, it seems
like they're your worst enemy,"
Leonard said.

Got questions? We'd love to help you with them. Join us
for a chat. All chats are from ():00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
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. What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Grambling student from
Oklahoma dies after brief illness
GRAMBLING, La. Grambling State University
authorities are awaiting
results ofan autopsy on an 18year-old freshman from
Oklahoma who died last
week.
Myeesha Gentry of Oklahoma City apparently
became ill while in her dormitory room about 4:30 last
Wednesday afternoon. She
was taken to a Ruston hospital, where she died a few
hours later of undetermined
causes.
GSU President Horace
Judson expressed sadness
about the death and grief
couns~ling was provided for
students and faculty.

Smoking could be restricted
at College of Charleston
CHARLESTON, S.C. Student leaders at the College of Charleston have recommended the ·school prohibit smoking in residence
halls and restrict it to certain
areas of campus.
The student government
association also suggested
that violators be fined. The
proposal must now go to the
faculty senate and, if
approved, to college president Lee Higdon
In the resolution, the students also recommended the
college accept no money or
advertisements from tobacco
companies.
·It asked Higdon to
appoint a smoking policy
review committee of students and faculty to oversee
the smoking policy and designate nonsmoking areas on
campus.
Under the proposal,
smokers who violate the policy could face · fines of
between $10 and $25.
The resolution proposes
that residence halls become
smoke-free next fall.

FROM A2

leave as Bush heads from reelection into his second term.
evidence p~esented at trial.
Ashcroft's detractors said he
Judge Alfred A. Delucchi gave religion too prominent a ·
replaced the juror with an alter- · role at the Justice Department
nate on Tuesday. He then - includil).g optional prayer
ordered the other 11 members m~etings with staff before each
of the panel to set aside any workday.
conclusions they had made
He has also been a willing
during the first five days of lightning rod for critics who
deliberations and begin anew.
said his policies for thwarting
terrorists infringed on the
'
Ashcroft to Supreme Court: Block
rights of innocent people.

Oregon's assisted suicide law

SALEM, Ore. - Attorney
General John Ashcroft drew the
ire of Oregon officials with one
of his last official acts: Asking
the U.S. Supreme Court to set
aside the state's - and nation's
only - assisted-suicide law.
Gov. Ted Kulongoski argued
Tuesday that Oregon voters
have twice endorsed the right
of terminally ill patients to die
more quickly.
Ashcroft's challenge had
been expected since May, when
a lower court ruled the federal
government could not punish
Oregon doctors who prescribed lethal doses of federally
controlled drugs.

Ashcroft and Evans resign
from Bush Cabinet
WASHINGTON - They
served President Bush in different ways, but both will leave
large, empty chairs in the Cabinet Room: Attorney General
John Ashcroft, the face of the
administration's tough tactics
against terrorism, and Don
Evans, the longtime friend who
headed the Commerce Department, are leaving the president's team.
Both resigned Tuesday, the
first members of the Cabinet to

Indian students flodc to U.S.
schools in record numbers
NEW DELHI - The
number of Indian students
enrolled at American universities has doubled over the
. last five years, according to a
study released yesterday.
India accounted for the
highest number overseas stu- .
dents in the United States,
while China came second in
the 2003-04 academic year,
said the study conducted by
the New York-based Institute
of International Education
India sent 80,000 students, while China sent about
62,000..South Korea, Japan,
Canada and Taiwan ranked
third, fourth, fifth and sixth,
respectively, in total enrollment, the study said

Horry County to open state's

first early college for high school
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. Horry County Schools plans
to open the first early college
for high schoolers in South
Carolina - a school would
be aimed at students who
might not otherwise go to
college.
District officials expect
the school to open for high
school freshmen in 2006. Students, who would apply to be
among the 400 to 500 participants, could graduate with
enough college credits for an
associate's degree or two
years of credit toward a bachelor's degree.
Since 2002, 46 early colleges have opened across the
nation, and 150 are expected
to be open by 2010.
- ASSOCIATEDPRESS
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CDC: Smoking de~ines in the
United States, but only barely
ATLANTA - Heavily Mormon Utah has become the first
and only state to meet the government's goal of reducing the
smoking rate to about one in
eight adults, federal health officials said yesterday.
The overall smoking rate
among U.S. adults continues to
drop, falling to 22.1 percent in
2003, the according to the Cerlters for Disease Control and
Prevention.
But the rate is falling too
slowly to meet the government's goal of having a sm0ki.ng
rate of 12 percent or less by
2010.
Utah met that goal in 2003
with a smoking rate of 12 per·
cent.
Utah's strong social prohibitions against smoking among
its predominantly Mormon residents have helped. Also
responsible is the state's restaurant smoking bans and moderately high cigarette tax of 69.5
cents a pack.
California had the·secondlowest smoking state at nearly
17 percent.
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Albanian university professors
on strike for pay rise ·
TIRANA, Albania Albanian university professors went on strike Wednesday seeking a pay rise and
better working environment.
Some 200 professors from
the faculties of construction,
electronics, mechanics and
geology at the Polytechnic
University of Tirana stopped
work for one day. The faculties jointly have around 5,000
students.
An average of 30-40 professors from each faculty, all
with postgraduate scientific
degrees, had left for the United States, Canada or Western
European countries during
the post-communist period.
The average salary in
Albania is 21,000 leks
(US$222) per month.
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Nation &World

Higher Education
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An American soldier wounded in Fallujah is rushed into a combat support hospital yesterday.

Science Spotlight
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriler

Of mice and men •••
A new scientific finding
may help the long-tailed
microscopic creatures that are
as dreaded as they are needed
- sperm to be exact - to
reproduce indefinitely in a laboratory dish.
University of Pennsylvania
researchers have figured out
how to produce a continuous
supply of sperm stem cells
from mice in a Petri dish, a feat
that will help the dream of
fatherhood become a reality
for infertile mice, and maybe
one day for humans.
The results of the research,
which will be published in the

Proceedings of the National
Academy of Science, showed
once the sperm stem cells
were implanted in infertile
mice, they went to produce
sperm and father offspring.
The trick to this experiment was finding the right
ingredients for creating a
medium that would allow
stem cells to multiply in the
lab, but not differentiate into
sperm until implanted in mice.
This finding can also lead to
development of male contraceptives or save endangered
species.
"With this method, you can
actually inseminate females of
endangered species" by multiplying the sperms of the few
remaining males, explained
Dr. Bhushan Gangrade, labora~
tory director and chief embryologist at the Center for Infertility
and
Reproductive
Medicine in Orlando.
This
technique,
for
instance, could enable sperm
cells from a champion racehorse to be grown indefinitely
in vitro and extend the reproductive life of that animal for
generations, a phenomenon
that
researchers
called
"immortalizing the male in
terms of biology."
But, Gangrade expressed
his concern regarding the

application of this finding to
humans. "This can become an
ethical dilemma," he said.
Frank Logiudice, anatomy
and histology instructor at
UCF Department of Biology
also expressed his doubts
about the significance of the
research for humans.
"This is really not a big deal,
because we are already overpopulated," he said. "This
maybe good for other species
though," he added.
University of Pennsylvania
researchers, however, see their
research as a way of helping
men who are infertile or would
lose their fertility after undergoing chemotherapy.
Currently, men undergoing
chemotherapy can store their
semen so that it can be use ·
later if they wish to father children. However, the success
i:ate is less than 50 percent.
This new method could
help culture their stored
sperm stem cells, which will
eventually be implanted back
in the testes, and render cancer survivors fertile.
Moreover, the new culture
technique
would
allow
researchers to further investigate the potential of sperm
stem cells as a source for more
versatile adult stem cells to
·replace diseased or injured tissues, a function similar to
embryonic stem cells.
On a different note, but on
the same subject, University of
Virginia researchers have
developed two new over-thecounter male fertility tests,
called SpermCheck, which
may go on sale worldwide as ·
early as next year.
The tests work by detecting
a specific sperm protein to
determine a man's sperm
count. A count of at least 20
million sperm per milliliter of
semen indicates fertility, while
fewer than one million sperm
per milliliter of semen indicates infertility.
While male .fertility tests
can cost $90 to $350 when conducted in a doctor's office,
Sp~rmCheck tests are expected to sell at pharmacies for
about $25.
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!Robots, .~lones run amok
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, The film was shot on a Sony Digital
•liandycam, and it was edited with Pinnacle
;and Final Cut Pro.
: Martin said she has a fascination with
:'s ilent film. "I was enthralled with the way
."silent cinema met its demise with the arrival
'.of talkies. I love the innocence and amateur
tqu,ality of most silent films."
~
Martin's film can be seen at http://grrl:'.s tar.net/dnp/doctorsfolly.html.
~ Other short movie participants included
~animation, humorous or tragic interpreta:tions of this well-known story.
1
Another presentation, titled "Biotechnol•ogy: Boon or Bane?" focused on advances in
~enetic engineering and cloning technology.
\ Presented by Henry Daniell, a professor
~at the Department of Molecular Biology and
:Microbiology, the event brought to light all
•the good that can come front genetic engiilleering, plus the evil that may rise if human
:cloning becomes a reality.
• "Cloning can be a scary thing and that's
•why the scientists are weary of human
~cloning," Daniell said. As proof, he men"tioned the high rate of failure and errors that
:have occurred in effort to clone animals.
"But there are many beneficial aspects to
genetic engineering," Daniell said. "For
:instance, we can create flowers with colors
;never seen before in the nature, or make
;them last one month instead of two or three
•days,
' "We can also create drugs [using plants]
;that will cost 1,000 times less than what they
;cost today," he added
, The Frankenstein event brings some big
•names to campus, too.
• "The Frankenstein Complex and Its
lmpact on Robotics" is yet another aspect of
· 'this novel that will be presented by Joanne
Pransky, the world's first robot psychiatrist.
She began her career in the mid-80s, realizing the growing need for robots in human
life. "I wanted to help prepare the public for
the future of robotics," Pransky said
In her presentation on Nov. 15, she will
review the history of robotics, the three laws
of robotics and ~e emotional aspects and

.

Ask a doc

Frankenstein schedule
The Frankenstein Complex
and its Impact on Robotics

lowestPriceTrafficSchool .com

Lecture presented by Joanne Pransky, robotic
psychiatrist.
Monday, 1 p.m. to 2 p.m., UCF Library Room 223.

Abbot & Costello Meet Frankenstein
Movie preceded by a showing of the UCF Frankenstein
Film Competition entries.
Tuesday, 7 p.rn., UCF Library Room 223.

Cinematic Legacy of Frankenstein:·
Gender, Power, Horror, Humor
Multimedia presentation by Kay Picart of FSU.
Wednesday, 7 p.rn., UCF Library Room 223.

Frankenstein
Movie introduced by Kay Picart of FSU.
Wednesday, 8:30 p.m., UCF Library Room 223.

Predicting the Futur~ through
Science Fiction: Frankenstein Refuted
lecture by Ben Bova, science-fiction author.
Nov.18, 7 p.m., Stud~nt Resource Center Live Oak
Room.

Frankenstein's Three Brains:
Cognitive Neuro-Science-Fiction
Lecture by Shaun Gallagher, Philosophy Department.
Nov. 22, noon to 1 p.rn., UCF Library Room 223.

Mary Shelly's Frankenstein
Movie introduced by Ula Stoeckl of the School offilm
and Digital Media.
Nov. 22, 7 p.m., UCF Library Room 223.

psychological implications of a society in
which robots are part of everyday life.
''What I find really sad about the Frankenstein story was that Victor and the society
rejected Frankenstein and that led him to
become a monster,'' Pransky said.
''We need to understand that humans will
have responsibility for their 'robot children,';'
sheadded
· ·
A full schedule of events and links to the
winning short story and film can be found
on
UCF library's
Web
site
at
http://www.library.ucf.edu/frankenstein.

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

"The Library's .Frankenstein display shows the literary and scientific history of the mad scientist, Frankenstein, and his monster..

Got aTicket?

MICHAEL DEICHEN, MD
UCF Health Services

I have heard about the Student
Health Center's 24/7 WebMed; can
you tell me more·about this product
and how it might help me?
The 2417 WebMed is what' we
refer to as an automated Web-based
triage system.
Approximately one year ago Student Health Services, in partnership
with DSHI Corporation. made this
service available to UCF students.
UCF students are the first in the
United States to have access to such
a system.
In the early '90s, DSHI systems
were established by a pair of emergency room physicians who saw a
need for ER nurses to have ·computerized access to triage information.
They developed an extensive
algorithm by which ER nurses would
be guided in questioning patients
with acute problems. This algorithm
evolved into an equivalent of 10,000
pages of material. With the evolution
of the Internet, the system has further evolved into a Web-based program that is ~ow used throughout
the United States by large managed
care systems and the Department of ·
Defense.
At UCF the system has been
designed to provide direct interactive advice to students. Patients
directly interfafe with the system
online. They enter symptoms and
24/7 WebMed intelligently responds
with a further series of questions
until a likely diagnosis and safe
advice cart be rendered.
The advice can range from simple
self-care suggestions, to need for
emergency care. 24/7 WebMed also
includes a library of online health
information and health facts for students to explore. Research demonstrates the potential of the Web for
self-education.
With regard to health, the Internet
has the potential to empower individuals to make the best health decisions. The 24/7 WebMed is a unique
interactive web ba.s e system that provides user specific real-time healfu
advice. This service is only available
to UCF students.
You can access 24/7 WebMed by
visiting the Student Health web page
at http://www.shs.ucf.edu. Check 'it
out.
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:Hurricane damage left animals homeless
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funding and in need of money
·to make repairs to the animals'
·shelters.
"The Care Foundation currently receives no funding .or
grants from the government,"
.Buford s3.id. "We know that
~theyi:e available, we just don't
.have the time or the manpower
to research how to get them
·right now.''
The student team decided to
.use the facility's best-known
,inhabitant as its poster child for
a fund-raising campaign. Lola is
a 1-year-old American black
,bear who lost her shelter during Hurricane .Charley. She's
•also "a lot more domesticated
'.than the other bears," Nabors
.said. Lola has had more human
contact than the others, and
'apparently is very playful.
"It's sad that Lola and many
.of the animals lost their facilities," finance major Edwin
.Padilla said "This organization.
really needed our help."
Early in the semester, group
members established their
goal: to raise $400 to buy a new
shelter for Lola. As a result,
:they hoped to raise awareness
of the little-known shelter.
, A lack of publicity, said junior and business major Richard
Wilbur, is a large part of the
'foundation's financial struggles.
Because of the destruction
caused by the hurricanes, the
:organizati1;m is moving many of
'its bigger animals to temporary
·sites that can better accommo. ·date them. Unfortunately, this
process is expensive and time.consuming.
·
Burford said the foundatiop.
needed all its emergency funding to transport animals and
tfbuild the ID,,?St-damaged

KEGS
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Domesti1 Kegs... '46" +
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The Cornerstone group, above, will finally meet Lola this weekend. They're looking forward to playing with her and a litter of Florida panthers.

facilities. As a result, the shelter is short on money to buy
food and house its remaining
animals.
To help, the UCF team created fliers, hosted car washes
and solicited friends and families for donations. But with a
couple weeks left in the semester, the team is still short about
$100.
Accounting senior Vanessa
Pereira blames the lack of sponsorship from area businesses.
"In the beginning," she said,
"we contacted local stores and
businesses like PetsMart and
Wal-Mart.
Unfortunately,
nobody ever got back to us. You
would think that companies
like PetsMart would at least
donate food or something.''
Though $ort on the dona-

- --- - - -

to play tossing a ball back and
forth."
The group also will tour the
facilities and meet some of the
Persons interested in The Care
other furry residents. "There's
Foundation can contact Christin Burford at
a bunch of baby kittens that
407-247-8948. .
. were just born," Nabors said.
The mailing address is P.O. Box 1012,
"Florida panthers,'' he clarified.
Christmas, FL 32709. For more information
Burford said she can't thank
visit http://www.thecarefoundation.org.
the team and UCF ·enough.
Besides Nabor's team, another
Cornerstone group also has
tions, the team is well over the been raising money for the
40 service hours needed to organization.
complete the requirements of
"The Cornerstone group has
the project.
·
done amazing work," she said.
Now, Nabor and the group "Since we partnered with UCF,
are ready to see the result of it has helped us immensely. If it
their labors. "We've only seen wasn't for these groups, and
pictures of Lola," Nabors said, groups we have worked with in
"But this weekend, we're going the past, we wouldn't have been
to go there and meet her and go able to have a lot of the emerin the cage. We' e told she likes gency funding we've u~d."

Join the care bears
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All-time wins
against Florida by
women's soccer

•

Women receive NCAA at-larg~ l bicl.~~
tournament last weekend, UCF
received an at-large bid to the
NCAA Tournament this weekend
"The Florida State win was
huge," Coach Amanda Cromwell
said. "If we didn't have that, there
ASHLEY BURNS
was
no way we woultl have made
Sports Editor
it."
For the seniors the at-large bid
The UCF women's soccer
came
as a relie£ After the disap- .
team knew its win over Florida
pointing A-Sun ending, they
State two weeks ago was huge.
The Knights knew it was · were more than happy to receive
probably the biggest win in the the final chance to make a run in
the NCAA Tournament.
program's history.
'We all had a pretty good feel- ·
But they didn't expect it to
mean even more two weeks later. ing about it," senior Ali Blagriff
Despite losing in the champi- said. "We knew there was a
onship game of the Atlantic Sun chance we wouldn't get it, but I

Soccer prepares for
NCAA Tournament
rematch with Florida

just knew deep down that our
season couldn't end like that. We
were too good of a team and we
did too many good things this
season to let that be the end."
Added Cromwell, "I knew we
had a chance. I didn't want to
expect it because I didn't want to
set us up for disappointment, but ·
I had a good feeling."
The Knights face off against
No.10 Florida at 3 p.m. tomorrow
in Gainesville in the first round of
tournament play. The winner
will face the winner of the
FSU/Boston College affair.
Confronting the Gators in the

Junior Courtney
Baines was one of
seven Knights to
~~M!l!'9 receive Atlantic
!'I
Sun Conference
postseason ...
iiiiilliil!liti9 honors-as she was
_.,.......,n nall}ed "pefe.wive
Player of the ,
Yi:ar.~r
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All-time losses
against Florida by
women's soccer

•

OF socc·r:

Number of goals by
which the Gators
defeated UCF
women's soccer in
the NCAA Tourney
last year

Brothers' familiarity on the field leaves men's
soccer with promising and dominating future

10

National rank of
Florida's women's
soccer team heading
into tomorrow's
game against UCF

•

ANDYVASQUU
Staff Writer

. For as long as they can remember, Adham and Islam Rashwan
have been playing soccer, and it has
always been a family affair.
The Egyptian natives are part of
the youth insurgence that the
Atlantic Sun regular-season champion UCF men's soccer team has
experienced this year.
Adham, a redshirt freshman forward, and Islam, a true freshman
midfielder, were born 13 months
apart and spent their early life in
Egypt. Their father, Hassan Rashwan, played soccer at the University of Cairo and then professionally for Al lsmaili, a top
team in Egypt.
"My dad always used to
take us out and we:d kick the
ball around," Adham said. "In
Egypt soccer is the main
sport, so you grow up with it.
We've' been playing our whole
lives, basically."
In the mid 1990s their father got a
job in South Florida and the family
moved to the Sunshine State. The
brothers continued to play soccer as
they grew up and continued to play
on the same team together.
'We've never played against each
other," Adham said. 'We've always
been on the same team."
As teammates at Palm Beach
Gardens High School, the brothers
learned that by playing together
they had developed a unique advan-

. Briefs
Men's soccer took
home two of the .
Atlantic Sun
Conference's top
postseason honors
this week as Coach
Bob Winch was
named A-Sun"Coach
of the Year" and
goalkeeper Ryan
· Mcintosh was
named A-Sun
"Defensive Player of
the Year." The nod to
Mcintosh marks the
second consecutive
year the junior has
earned the award.

Women's soccer
takes off for
Gainesville
tomorrow to face
Florida in the first
round of the NCAA
Tournament ...
Men's soccer aims to
defend its A-Sun
title in Atlanta
tomorrow in the
A-Sun tournament
... Men's basketball
opens preseason
play against St. Leo
at 7p.m. today at
the UCF Arena .. .
Football heads to
Muncie, Ind.
Saturday to face Ball
State

"I try to equal the
time that Ispend in
all three areas, but
I'm spending more
time this week with
offense."
- COACHGEORGE
O'LEARY ON WHERE

HE NEEDSTOSEE
IMPROVEMENTS

"Brandon Sumner is
back in the picture
as the second
quarterback. Steven
Moffett will start.•
- O'LEARY ONTHE

QUARTERBACKS

PLEASE SEE

•

•
•

•

.
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· BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Adham Rashwan showed some of his potential in the
preseason, sqiring seven goals in a single game.

The Knights (0-9, 0-6 MAC)
have been plagued by injuries
all season and the lack of depth
has led to a lack of wins. UCF is
still the poster child for winless .
football as the Knights own the
nation's longest losing streak a t
ASHLEY BURNS
13 games.
Sports Editor
"I feel .bad for our football
The quarterback spot has team because as a coach you
been a foggy area for UCF this want to get them a w in,"
season.
O'Leary said "But you have to
Coach George O'Leary has know how to finish games."
given all three of his signalMoffett saw limited playing
callers a shot at
time in the 17-16
the starting gig,
overtime loss to
but none ·have
Ohio, but the
4 p.m. Saturday
prevailed as the
sophomore was
Munde,lnd.
clear-cut choice. '··
responsible for
On Tue sday
both of the
O'Leary announced that his Knights' touchdowns. He comquarterback carousel is down to pleted a 70-yard touchdown
. just Steven Moffett and Brandon pass to Mike _Walker in th e
Swnner. Freshman Kyle Israel is fourth quarter and a 9-yard
out for the season. ·
score to Luther Huggins in overLast w eek's starter against time.
Ohio, Israel suffer ed a stress
The quarterback troub les
fracture in his leg. He was aren't the only con cerns for
pegged to start the rest of the U CF. The kicking gam,e has
season, but now that distinction
PLEASE SEE HAYNES ONA7
returns to Moffett.

Quarterback joins·key
defensive back with
injuries in Ohio game

'j(

RASHWAN ON AS

Israel to miss remaining games \

UCF at Ball State

t

"

Quarterback Kyle
Israel, who is done.
for the season
after suffering a
stress fracture
against Ohio last
Saturday, was the '
first freshman
quarterback to
start in a home
game since .
Daunte Culpepper.

•

Men ready
for A-Sun
tournament
'

c

'

Men's soccer heads north;
"
to defend Atlantic Sun titl~
ANDY VASQUEZ

c

Staff Writer

. Since the beginning of conference
play iri early October, the UCF men'~
soccer t eam has worn a sweatbanq
marked with the number three.
•
That number stands as a constant
reminder for what this season is all
about for the Knights, winning theit
third consecutive Atlantic Sun Con.1.
ference tournament championship. :
The A-Sun tournament kicks oft
today in Macon, Ga, and the top-seedT
ed regular season champion Knight~
have earned a first-round bye and thd
day off. Florida Atlantic, the No. 2 see
has also earned a first-round pass.
'
T he first m atch of the day pit$
PLEASESEEMCINTOSH ON AS
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BETWEEN THE LINES

UCF VS. BALL STATE

Moffett back as starter for final road contest
Sumner back to No. 2 yards
<throwing four for seven for 93
and a touchdown), over
after: Israel suffers •;
his past two starts, he is a com.
bined 14 for 29 for no yards with
season-ending inJ"nrv " UCF
no touc_h downs. This season
'·averages a mere ,14.9

)

.\

running and passing this year ball - the team has given up Jackson is 10 of 13 this year, Coaching and intangibles
(17).
the ball just five times this sea- including five of the last six, but Advantage: Neither
missed his only attempt from
N6!ither team comes into this
Leading
the
Cardinal son, the least in the MAC.
defense is Justin Beriault, a senUCF's defense has picked up 40 yards and beyond.
game on any kind of hot streak.
Although punter Reggie UCF possesses the nation's
ior safety .who has tacked up in the last two games, playing
·
·!lt.n
.,• .~J r."'".
106 tackles - 43 more than the well against Marshall and near- Hodges is averaging 43.6 ·yards longest losing streak at 13, and
~ · ~r:~: -~ v. "JEFF SHARON •, ~~.. " "· points·_' and 260.4 · yfil'.ds of · next highest tacklers on the ly beating Ohio. But the Knights per kick, it has been kick cover- Ball State has only beaten fellow
still give up more than 200 age that has bit the Cardinals.•
MAC West bottom-feeder
Staff Writer
offense per game.
.
'* team.
~ · ,,
1.
..
•.,, 11,
,
The rushing production has
They will have plenty of rushing yards per game, for an
They average giving up 22.5 Western Michigan.
Sometimes, all you can do is been both the dark and,, \)right . trouble with Luther Huggins, average of 4.7 yards per carry. · yards per kickoff and 14.8 yards
UCF has been miserable on
,just shake your head and stare:' ·spot on offense, alt{tough UCl" Tavaris Capers and Mike Walk- Opponents have scored 33.3 ·per punt return. Meanwhile, the road, losing by more than 25
points per game on UCF, and BSU returners pick up just 15 points per contest. Both teams
~That's what mbre than 20,0QO averages just mor(t~ t}l;µi 88 · er onlite outside for UCF.
UCF fanS: did ~er Matt ,rrater:'s ~ rushing yards p t:~ru:p.1:! .i;f'J:.,
Magic n~ber: 17 - Num- . despite forcing 19 turnovers, the yards per kickoff and 3.3 yards have split the all-time series at
. ~-po~t attempt in QV:~~'C: .:fi : ,Alex Hayn!§·.co1ltt?-ues; to ber of rushmg yards Hay?es Knights have given up 10 times per punt return. On top of that, one, with the last meeting comthe Cardinals punted nearly ing back in 1998, a 37-14 win for
sailed wide of the rigQ.tup~1ttif1ead the t~am l1'i' offenst.ve:.-pro~ ·heeds to become UCF's all-tune as many first downs.
last Saturday, giVing the Ohio duction, averaging 87.6 yards leading rusher.
The team also will be with- twice as often as their oppo- UCF at the Citrus Bowl, thanks
out its two top tacklers after nents.
Bobcats a 17-16 overtime victocy per game.. The offensive line
to Daunte Culpepper.
UCF's kicking woes hit an
Travonti Johnson joined Stanover the Knights.
continues impr.oving from its Ball State offense vs. UCF defense
Coach George O'Leary is
ford Rhule by suffering a sea- all-time low last week, as Prater still seeking his first college win
Having lost their last three youthful st~, but fatigue began Advantage: Ball State
Ball State hasn't had the best son-ending injury, against the missed two of three field-goal since he was at Georgia Tech in
home games by a combined to rear i ~ ugly head against
attempts in addition to the 2001. With the fmal two game&
eight points, the Knights now Ohio a:Si,~YCF quarterbacks of offensive years, and the simi- Bobcats.
Brandon Marshall, the game-deciding extra point. against relatively, weak Ball
·head off for a fmal 2004 appear- ~er~ sacR'ed fiv~. times, bring- larities betweeh its offense and
UCF's are eerie. Despite two team's third-leading tackler, Prater is just three for six from State and Kent State, now is the
ance on the road, where they.. 1I?$ fue season total to 41.
have lost this season by an averBall State's defense contin- passers, Cole Stitlson and Joey served a suspension last week, between 30 and 39 yards and time for UCF to relinquish its
age of 23.4 points per game, to ues to struggle this year. It has Lynch, each seeing significant but it was Paul Carrington who has missed five of his last seven. title of last Division I-A team
Aaron Horne continues to without a win.
~chilly: Muncie, Ind., to play the
given up more than 475 yards of time under center and despite fmally found his stride, record; nearly equally hapless Ball State offense per game - 194.7 of it pass efficiency ratings of over ing two sacks and his first improve his directional short
BSU's Brady Hoke is in his
1 Cardinals.
on the ground. To give an indi- ll3 for both, neither has distin- career interception last week. punting, but his average second season in Muncie and
i Let's break it down ...
cation, the Cardinals give up an guished himself from the other. However, the depleted second- remains just 38.4 yards per kick has won just five games coming
Return-wise, the Knights in. The Cardinals are playing in
;
astonishing 6.7 yards per play.
Ball State's lone ace in the ary will be a problem against
still get an extra 20.8 yards per front of the home crowd this
I UCF offense VS; Ball State defense
They have forced just eight hole is all-MAC wideout Dante Ridgeway.
Magic number: 10 - Aver- kick return, and Tavaris Capers · weekend, where they got their
I Advantage: Neither
turnovers all year. Of those, . Ridgeway, who comes into Satl Things just continue to stack only one was an interception. urday with 90 catches and 1,103 age number of catches per and Luther Huggins·are danger- only win this season.
game for Ridgeway.
ous with the football. However,
1 up against the UCF offense.
Their opponents this season yards in just nine games. ·
Magic number: 1 - NumUCF has given up 13.3 yards per ber of times UCF and Ball State
Running back Adell .Givens
I The Knights lost new starting also convert more than 51 perpunt return this season. .
l quarterback Kyle Israel with a cent of third downs, and teams has been a workhorse, averag- UCF special teams vs. Ball State
will meet as members of the
Magic number: 40.2 - Ball same conference. UCF will join
I stress fracture against Ohio, and have rushed for more touch- ing 4.8 y~ds per carry and scor- special teams
State's opponents' net punt Conference USA next year,
1 althou
Steven Moffett per- downs against Ball State (18) ing five touchdowns. BSU has Advantage: Neither
Ball State place-kicker Brian average this year.
while BSU stays in the MAC.
I formed we against the Bobcats than the Cardinals have scored also taken good care of the footf

i

iHaynes looks to break rushing record against weak BSD run defense
: FROM A6
I

.

·

I

.

coI?e under guestion as well.
i ~or place-~cker Matt Pra~~r
; . . been P1aymg through a hip
1 lilJury illl~ has not fared ~ell.
: Prater·~ssed two. f~eld goals
' an? the _game-~ecidmg extta
pomt a~t Ohi~. ,
·
l ~~offe~~'.~n t ~~ 01P,Y
1~
.
ga
- rom 1IlJuries
I this week.1:he defense has los~
I key defe~ive back Travonti
1

!
I

Johnson for the rest of the season.
"I haven't been through a
season like this ever," O'Leary
said of the losses and injuri~s.
"But I fmd positive things to
talk to .the players about.
They're an amazing group of
- kids. They practice very hard.
For a team that hasn't won a
game, it says a lot about them
seeing some improvement in
· their play."
Johnson had an interception

against the Bobcats last Saturday and is second on the team
with two picks on the season.
But the loss of Johnson simply means the Knights will have
to seek help from other defensive players such as defensive
lineman Paul Carrington, who
had a huge game against the
Bobcats.
"The hard work is paying off,
and we're wanting to do more
and more each week," Carrington said of the defensive gains

lf

in spite
so many injuries.
"That's ~y we've improved so
much."
Carrington recorded seven
tackles, two sacks and an interception against Ohio.
"I get excited whenever I get
a fumble recovery," he said "To
catch a ball out of the air, to me
that's like a feat of magic. It was
a great feeling getting that interception."
The Knights head to Muncie,
Ind., Saturday to take on Ball

State. The Cardinals provide a
big opportunity for the Knights
to end their winless season, as
the Cardinals are having an
equally unspectacular season.
'We go up and take care of
what we have to do," O'Leary
said of the game plan for Saturday's matchup. "Obviously
they're looking for a win, too.
They've been playing well these
past few weeks and they've had
some teams on the rope the
same way we have."

. BSU (1-8, 1-5 MAC) ..is allowing 194.7 rushing yards per
game, which is good news for
UCF running back Alex
Hayn~s, who is poised to break
the school's career rushing
record. Haynes needs 17 yards
to pass Willie English as the
Knights' all-time rushing leader.
Saturday'~ game also marks
the last road Mid-American
Conference conte!?t ever for
UCF, which will move next fall
to Conference USA.
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Volleyball blanked in finale
Jacksonville beats up
on injured Knights
heading into tourney

gin down to 27-23. The
Knights would get no closer
as JU took game three, 30-26.
Outside hitter Schanell
Neiderworder paced UCF
with 10 kills and a 320 attack
percentage, while libero Katie
MATIDUNAWAY
Kohnen recorded a game-high
Senior StaffWriter
12 digs. Jarvis and outside hitSenior Night didn't go the ter Michelle Spaleta had 10
way the UCF volleyball team digs each. Jarvis moved into
wanted. The Knights got eighth place all-time and curswept by Jacksonville (24-30, rently has 862 digs in her
26-30, 26-30) in their final · career.
Outside hitter Eva Stoilova
Atlantic Sun regular-season
led JU with 17 kills on a 0.424
match.
UCF (8-14, 5-5 A-Sun) hitting percentage, and midjumped out to a 5-2 lead in dle blocker Lindsay Ward
game one behind the serving added eight kills and seven
of outside hitter Tanya Jarvis. blocks.
UCF enters the A-Sun tourShe recorded two of her
career-high six aces during nament having lost six of its
· last seven and will face Jackthe run.
JU (12-11, 8-2 A-Sun) sonville in the opening round.
responded by taking 15 of the First serve is slated for 11 am.
next 19 points. The Dolphins Nov. 19 at the UCF Arena.
held on to win the opening
game 30-24, recording 17 kills Around the Atlantic Sun
Belmont (20-7, 8-2 A-Sun),
and holding UCF to a 0.139
Georgia State (13-17, 8-2 Aattack percentage.
In game two, the Dolphins Sun) and Jacksonville (12-11, 8used a pair of 5-0 runs. to take 2 A-Sun) are now tied for seca 17-12 advantage before Jarvis ond place in the conference,
went back to serve. She added behind Florida Atlantic. But
three more aces ·and a kill in a the Bruins gained the No. 2
6-0 spurt to give the Knights seed in the conference tournament, earning a first-round
an 18-17 lead.
The lead was short lived. bye. ·
GSU earned the third spot
JU scored four of the next six
points, grabbing a 21-19 lead by defeating JU during the
before another 5-0 run gave regular season. The Dolphins
come in as the No. 4 seed,
the Dolphins a 30-26 win.
JU used more runs in garrie with UCF as No. 5.
Mercer (13-15, 4-6 A-Sun)
three to sweep the match. An
8-1 run by the Dolphins left_ claimed the final spot in the
UCF facing a 21-12 deficit. Atlantic Sun tournament after
Jarvis once again rallied the winning the tiebreaker with
·Knights behind the service Stetson (9-13, 4-6 A-Sun) and
line, lifting UCF to seven Troy (9-18, 4-6 A-Sun).
Each team went 1-1 against
straight points to .cut the mar-

Senior Staff Writer

Things are simple for Akron
and Northern Illinois.
A win for either means a trip to
the MAC Championship game.
Lose and, well, life gets a little
more complicated
A few teams are still in contention for the EaSt crown.
Akron is in the driver's seat, but
can't overlook Ohio this weekend
with a showdown against Miami
on the ho\izoIL
Miami, the defending champion, isn't ready to give up its crown.
The RedHawks must win and
need a Marshall loss to claim their
second-straight division title.
Marshall is hanging•tough, but
a loss at Bowling Green coupled
with an Akron win at Ohio eliminates the Herd from the MAC
championship and bowl contention.
Here is a recap of Toledo and
NIU along with a preview of this
weekend's action inside the MAC.

-ti ...,l
f

f

Toledo 31, Northern Illinois 17
MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Schanell Neiderworder, left, led the Knights with 10 kills, despite UCF losing 3-0 to JU.

each other during the regular
season. The tiebreaker compared match results of the tied
teams against the highestranked team not involved in
the tie. In this case, that team
was UCF. Mercer and:Stetson
defeated UCF, while the
Knights 'beat Troy.

The tiebreaker between
Mercer and Stetson was broken with head-to-head play
when Mercer defeated Stetson during the regular season.
The Bears will match up with
Georgia State in the opening
round of the tournament at
1:30 p.m. Nov. 19.

A6

The brothers also won a
state championship together
tage, which helped them dom- with the Plantation Premier
inate
the
competition Eagles, an under-16 club team.
throughout their high school · But despite their success, their
career.
father would not let them
·~we. know exactly how to
become complacent.
play with each other," Adham
"No matter how good we
said. "We used to just kill did in a game, it was never
every team, pass the ball good enough," Adham said.
around, dribble and score. I "We probably heard 'good
know what he's doing and he game' three times in our
knows what I'm doing so that whole life. Every single game
makes me look 10 times better there was criticism. He was
and that makes him look 10 trying to make us better, and
times better. That's a huge rea- sometimes we hated that, but
son why we came to UCF it made us so much better."
together."
Adham graduated from
At Palm Beach Gardens, high school in 2003 and went
Adham was the captain of the to USF to begin his collegiate
team his senior year and Islam career. He was injured in the
started all four seasons at the preseason and never fully
midfield position.
recovered, causing him to redIn his senior year, the Palm shirt his freshman year.
Beach Post gave Adham First
Last winter, Islam verbally
Team All-Conference and committed to play at USF
First Team All-Area honors with his brother, but Adham
after his 61 points (21 goals, 21 became unhappy at USF and,
assists) led the area
in December of last year,

transferred to UCF. Islam followed.
The Rashwan era at UCF
got off to a swift start in the
preseason when Adham
scored seven goals in one
game, five of them coming in
the first half alone. Islam also
chipped in with a goal of his
own, giving the brothers eight
of the 10 goals scored by UCF
in that game.
One of the highlights of the
regular season came when
Adham scored in double overtime to beat Gardner-Webb.
He had predicted to teammates moments before that he
would score the goal.
While the success of the
team has been immensely satisfying for both of the brothers, the Rashwans have been
somewhat disappointed by
their own performances.
"I expected to have a bigger
role on the team," Islam said.
·~t the beginning of the season I was just a freshman get-

ting used to college soccer. In
high school I played soccer a
lot differently, so it was hard to
adapt. It's a lot more physical
than I expected."
Said Adham, "My goal at
the beginning of the season
was to score 15 goals and I
have only scored two [regular-season goals] which is bad.
But also adapting to a new
team, you have to adapt to a
new style; offensively I'm
pretty much disappointed that
I haven't scored more,
because that's what I do."
Still, the dynamic duo
looks forward to making a big
splash on the men's team in
the future.
"When you look at the
team, we're so young that it's
only going to get better from
here," Adham said. '~d when
you look at what we can do in
three years, maybe two years,
we can accomplish some big
things here at UCF. We're
really excited about that"

Mcintosh leads men into A-Sun battle
FROM A6

fourth-seeded Georgia State
(8-7-1, 6-3 A-Sun) against fifthseed Belmont (8-6-2, 5-3-1 ASun). The Knights will face the
winner of this game at 4:00
. p.m. tomorrow.
Belmont only scored nine
goals during the entire A-Sun
regular season second
worst in the conference. However, it only allowed five goals
throughout the entire season
- tied with UCF for the lowest allowed
Georgia State, on the other
hand, ranked second for goals
scored with 21 and fifth in
goals allowed with 12.
On Halloween UCF defeated Georgia State 2-1 behind
goals from Jaime Planells and

Alejandro
Gessen.
The
Knights fell to Belmont 1-0 earlier this year.
In the second match of the
tournament's first round,
third-seeded Mercer (10-8, 6-3
A-Sun) will face sixth-seed
Stetson. The winner of this
game will go on to face FAU in
the semifinal match.
In their only previous
meeting of the season, Mercer.
defeated Stetson 1-0 at home.
Stetson is the third-highest
scoring team in the conference
with 18 goals. Mercer is tied for
fourth with a total ofl6.
Stetson's Jason Osborne is
ranked fifth in the conference
in goal-scoring with five goals
to his credit. Mercer is third in
the conference in defense,
allowing less than one goal per

contest.
If both UCF and FAU are
able to win their semifinal
games, Saturday night's championship game would be a
well-contested matchup. FAU
boasts the undisputed top
offense in the conference with
24 goals on the season~ The
Owls also have two of the top
four goal-scorers in the league.
Bjorn Totland leads the
conference with seven goals
scored, and Rustin Kluge is
tied for second with six conference goals.
The Knights were only able
to score 15 goals this year, but
they have Jon Imran, who was
one of the most prolific goal
scorers in the league this year
with six, tying him for second
in the conference.

The Knights field the top
defense in the league with junior goaltender Ryan ~clntosh
in net. The team is also hopeful that senior defender Tim
Sobczak will be able to return
from an injury to contribut.e.
UCF allowed only 9 goals all
season and led the league with
only .53 goals allowed per
game.
In their first meeting of the
season UCF outplayed FAU,
but the game went to overtime, where in the fifth minute
Alejandro Gessen scored on a
penalty kick to give the
Knights the victory.
If the Knights can win their ·
next two games, they will be
able to replace those armbands next year and wear ones
with a new number - four.

Life became complicated for
the Huskies as they missed an
opportunity to claim a spot in their
first MAC championship game.
NIU (7-3, 6-1 MAC) jumped out
to a 10-0 lead on a field goal and a
1-yard touchdown plunge by running back Adrian Davis.
Regular NIU starting running
back Garrett Wolfe missed the
game due to an eye injury. Coming
into the game, Wolfe rushed for
1,247 yards on 198 carries, leading
the nation in touchdowns.
Toledo (7-3, 6-1 MAC) got oh
the board in the second quarter
when Jalen Parmele scored on a 2yard rush.
After receiver Shatone Powers'
18-yard touchdown gave the
Huskies a 17-7 lead, running back
Scooter McDougle's 3-yard touchdown pulled Toledo within three
atthe half.
After kicker Jason Robbins' 25yard field goql tied the game at 17,
the Rockets took their first lead
with 3:27 remaining in the third
quarter on another McDougle
touchdown. Parmele capped the
scoring with a 1-yard touchdown
with 9:28 remaining. ·
Toledo has now won 11 straight
against Northern Illinois and can
claim at least a share of the MAC
West title by defeating Bowling
Green on Nov. 23.
Up next for Toledo: at Bowling
Green (Nov. 23).
Up next for NIU: at Eastern
Michigan (Nov. 20).

Marshall (5-4,5-1 MAO
at Bowling Green (7-2,5-1 MAO
This is a matchup of the
league's top-scoring offense (BG
at 42.6 points per game, fourth in
the NCAA) and the MAC's topscoring 9,efense (Marshall with
17.4 points per game allowep, 18th
in the NCAA).
The Herd will have to recover
from blowing a 28-7 second-half
lea'd. at Akron last Friday to face
one of the hottest teams in the
conference. BG has won six in a
row, and the Falcons are coming
off a 52-0 whitewashing of Western Michigan.
Qµarterback Omar Jacobs has
racked up 340.9 yards of total
offense per game, good enough for
second in the natioIL
Jacobs gets ·some help from
running back P.J. Pope, who
rushed for 205 yards anq three
touchdowns last weekend against
WMU. Pope leads the MAC, averaging 7 yards per carry.
Marshall leads the league in
rushing defense, only surrender-

A6

first round is something the
Knights are familiar with, as
the two non-conference rivals
matched up last year. UCF
went wire-to-wire with Florida
then, but fell 3-2 in overtime.
"It gets closer and closer
with us getting better every
year," Blagriff said or •the
Knights' history against the
Gators. "We can .do it. We
almost had them last year, and
we have a better team this year.
If any year, it's this year that
we'll beat them."

Florida owns the all-time appearance for the Knights in
series, 8-3. But UCF is re-chan- the tournament, and the first
neling the momentum of the time the A-Sun will have two
FSU victory for tomorrow's teams competing in NCAA
game: The Knights believe action.
there isn't 111uch of a difference
Campbell will face off
between the then-No.12 Semi- against top-seeded North Carnoles and the No. 10 Gators, olina after defeating the
though the two teams aren't Knights in the A-Sun championship last Saturday. The
identical.
"UF is a lot stronger," Bla- Knights and Camels fought to
griff said. "Florida State is a ·a 0-0 tie at the end of double
very good team technically overtime, but Campbell
and tactically, but overall UF is dropped UCF 3-1 in .penalty
faster and has more strength."
kicks to earn the program's
tThe at-large invitation . first-eve\i trip to the NCAA
marks the fourth-consecutive Tournament.

While the Knights continue
to build on what is one of the
best seasons in the. program's
history, they will have to overcome Florida's biggest advantage of home field.
"Home-field advantage is
always key and, of course, they
get it every year," Blagriff said.
"Last year they had so many
more fans than us, and it made
such a big difference."
The advantage might
belong to Florida for now, but
as the Knights showed against
Florida State, it 1tan be taken
away in a matter of minutes.
--
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ing 103.4 yards per game.
Defensive end Jonathan Goddard paces the MAC with 23.5
tackles for a loss and is second
with 12.5 sacks on the seasoIL
The secondary is not too shabby either, with safety Chris Royal's
six interceptions. Royal and com' pany will have a tall task containing three targets t:Pat are in the top
15 in the MAC with receiving
yards.
BG broke a school record b~
rolling to 551 yards of total offense
and posting 49 points in the firSt
half against Western Michigan.

Akron (5-4,5-1 MAO
at Ohio (4-{;,2-5 MAO

•

'

•

..
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Both teams are coming off
thrilling victories on the last play
of the game. Kicker Jason Swiger'?
38-yard field goal lifted Akron over
Marshall, while Ohio escaped 17-16
in overtime at UCF on Matt
Prater's miss,ed extra point
..
The Zips have won five-of-s~
including four straight, after starting0-3.
Akron's Charlie Frye is one of
nine finalists for the Johnny Unitas
Golden Ann Award recognizing
the nation's top senior quarterback, and is coming off his second
MAC East Offensive "Player of tl\e
Week'' performance.
~
Wide receiver Domenik Hixon
had a career day with 13 receptions
and 192 yards. Hixon ranks fourth
in the conference with 142.9 allpurpose yards per game.
Ohio continues to rotate quarterbacks with Austin Everson and
Ryan Hawk. Everson got his sec:;ond start of the season agfilnst
UCF, but it was Hawk who found
wide receiver Stafford Owens for
the game-winning 21-yard touch,
.down strike. .
The Bobcats have struggled to
learn a new offense this season
'Ohio ranks 13th in the MAC, gairling only 1052 yards on the ground
after leading the league in rushing
from 1996-2002.
OU is second in the league
with 12 interceptions and will have
to use turnovers to hang with
AkroIL
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Eastern Michig_an (4-5,4-2 MAO
at Kent State {3-6, 2-4 MAO
Ford Field got a taste ofthe first
of three MAC football installments and is ready for seconds
after an Eastern Michigan 61-58
four-overtime marathon win over
Central Michigan.
EMU quarterback Matt Bohnet
and receiver Eric Deslauries
hooked up for four scoring strikes.
Tailback Anthony Sherrill also tal~
lied three touchdowns on the
ground
•
Deslauries has emerged as the
leading receiver in the NCAA,
racking up 127.9 yards per game,
and is second in the nation with an
average eight catches per game. •
Bohnet is also getting national
attentioIL He is third in the N~
compiling 319.7 yards of total
offense per game.
:
Kent State running back David
Alston had a banner day, rushiI1g
for 174 yards on 29 carries an,d
scoring four touchdowns in the
first half. '
.
Quarterback Joshua Cribbs
posted 167 yards through the air
with 132 rushing yards. Cribbs is ~
yards shy of the all-time MAC
rushing record for a quarterback.
KSU could finish 4-4 in the
MAC after starting league play 04, while the Eagles have a chanfe
to fmish 6-2 in the MAC - their
best finish since 1989.
..,
The Eagles have won five ofthe
last six meetings between the~e
two teams, but this is the first since
a 26-17EMUwinin1998.
-
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GoffClub

Seniors get second chance for happy ending
FROM

•

Akron controls own
destiny as end nears
MATIDUNAWAY

Rashwan brothers have big plans
FROM

MAC Preview
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Bush continues to
polarize the nation

) J"·

ohn Ashcroft, the gospelsinging son of a preacher, is
leaving the White House.
.,
No longer will the most
yocal champion of the Patriot
Act be the attorney general of
the Bush administration.
Detractors have said that
Ashcroft, who encouraged his
_staff to participate in daily
prayer meetings, blurred the line
Qetween religion and the gov'ernment. In particular, Democratic Sen. Charles Schumer of
:fqew York told the Associated
' Press that he hopes "the presigent will choose a less polariz·ing attorney general as his successor.''
If the president's acceptance
·~eech on Nov. 3 is any indica'~!on, Bush has a desire to do pre'cisely that.
• He seemed to express a genfilne desire to bring the two
' dations together: to marry the
red states and the blue states
' futo the United States yet again.
~: It could be construed that
'~ven Ashcroft was thinking that
a more moderate man should be
his replacement.
r · "The objective of securing
~e safety of Americans from
crime and terror has been
~achieved," he wrote in a five~ . page, handwritten letter to Bush
elated Nov. 2, El~ction Day. "Yet I
believe that the Department of
Justice would be well served by
rtew leadership and fresh inspi'ration."
-. · After Bi.tsh's announcement

'

yesterday nominating Alberto
administration's policy of detaining terrorism suspects for
Gonzales as Ashcroft's replacement, it would seen he has done
extended periods without access
a bad job in trying to unite the
to a lawyer.
nation.
He also wrote the controverGonzales, a former White
sial February 2002 memo that
House counsel, is one of the
urged the president to declare
most prominent Hispanics in the . the war in Afghanistan and supadministration.
ports the detention of Taliban
and al Qaida members - and to
Gonzales has been linked
with Bush for the past 10 years.
waive anti-torture laws and
He was a Bush-appointed justice Geneva convention provisions in
on the Texas Supreme Court and order to carry out these duties.
a Texas secretary of state. The
In June 2004, Gonzales said
organization Texans for Public
in a news conference, "President
Bush knows his most important
Justice also reports that Gonzajob js to protect this nation. At
les .h as accepted contributions
from Vice President Dick
the same time ... the United
Cheney's· former company, HalStates will follow its treaty obliliburton.
·
gations and U.S. law, both of
He was once a partner in a
· which prohibit the use of torture." ·
Houston law firm that represented Enron.
All in all, Gonzales doesn't
While serving as a general
position himself to be a new,
counsel for then-Texas Gov.
refreshing addition to Bush's
Bush, Gonzales wrote 57 memos cabinet.
to Bush about the death penalty.
He actually has a history that
The counsel that Gonzales progives evidence to the contrary vided "repeatedly failed to
Gonzales is just another Bush
apprise the governor of crucial
crony with the same polarizing
issues in the cases at hand: inef- . record.
Moderates and progressives
fective counsel, conflict of interest, mitigating evidence, even
alike are unlikely to accept this
actual evidence of innocence,"
promotion of a stanch conservawrote reporter Alan Berlow in
tive. If Bush really wanted to
The Atlantic Monthly.
unite the country, a goodwill
Many of the memos actually
gesture would have been approjust detailed the gruesome
priate.
details of the crime.
,
Instead, Bush will continue to
Gonzales has also been at the
alienate 48 percent of Americenter of balancing safety and
cans by going along the same
freedom in terms of the war on
stream and making no extenterrorism. He has defended the
sions across the partisan divide.
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New Palestine
leader
must
unite
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~ ~o ne of the key players in the
::
quagmire known as Israel
;.is nearing the end of the
~ -1ine.
_.r President Yasser Arafat,
despite numerous assassination
r ~ttempts on his life, looks like he
will die peacefully on his own.
.-- Funeral plans accelerated as a
· fop Palestinian Islamic cleric,
Taissir Day Tamimi, arrived yes,,_ ' terday morning at Percy Military
; Hospital near Paris, provoking
•'s p'eculation that Arafat's time is
almostup. ·
~.1 Arafat, 75, has been hospital~ized since Oct. 29 and is in a
' deep coma in critical condition
...after suffering a brain hemorrhage, according to Palestinian
~ officials.

Israel agreed to allow Arafat
to be buried at his Ramallah
::compound in the West Bank, following an Israeli Cabinet securi,. ~ fy meeting yesterday morning,
... according to the office of Israeli
-'Prime Minister Ariel Sharon.
..J• This final act of kindness is a
complete front by the Israeli
government. Arafat is the man
" they have had under house
... arrest for two years and now
they are granting his last rights
but only so that there will be no
• riots over the funeral procession.
: With Arafat on his deathbed,
many Palestinians are debating ·
' who will take his position. Presi' dent of the Palestinian state is a
position that calls for a leader
willing to engage in peace talks
1

'

u

and deflect any temptations
from terrorist organizations.
Under the Palestinian constitution the leader who will take
Arafat's place would be the·
speaker of the Palestinian House ·
of Representatives.
Rawhi Fattuh, a relative
unknown in world and Arab politics, will become the interim
president for 60 days. Then elections for a new leader can take
place. Fattuh could run for the
position if he decides to do so.
Whoever decides to take the
reins, he must understand that
Palestine's future rests with him.
Many Americans identified
Arafat as an enemy and a threat
to the state oflsrael. Why would
anyone want this job? Being a
head of state and hated around
the world certainly does pay off.
In 2003, Forbes magazine listed Arafat as No. 6 on its list of
richest "kings, queens and
despots."
He would register investments and bank accounts in the
names ofloyalists to both buy
their support and protect the
holdings from scrutiny and
seizure.
It is estimated that he has
around $300 million in assets
publicly. Shalom Harari, a former top Israeli intelligence official, said Arafat may have up to
$700 million stashed away in
case of emergency or exile.
No matter the exact number,
it becomes clear that Arafat did

not truly care about the wellbeing of the Palestinians. Many
still live in poverty with no government programs to aid them,
while their "leader" sits up in his
compound hoarding millions.
Arafat has never been compared to Saddam Hussein in the
respects of murdering his own
people, but he is in no way a
respectable man. Stealing from
the same people who risk their
lives for him is despicable.
His funeral will most likely
take place in his homeland of
Egypt, but his final resting place
will be.in Ramallah and will likely become a shrine of sorts to
Palestinians. It seems ridiculous
that they have celebrated and
praised Arafat for so many years
when in reality he has done
more harm than good for Palestine.
The United States and
Europe plan to refrain from
/ sending heads of state to a
funeral, opting instead to dispatch lower-level officials, dipl~
mats told The Associated Press.
This would be the first correct
move that the Bush administration will have made in this new
term.
With Arafat's passing we can
only hope that he is replaced
with a wise, peaceful and patient
candidate. Palestine is at a crossroads between peace and violence with Israel, and a new '
leader will determine the fate of
the Promised Land

READER VIEWS
Mixit up, coach
Coach1George] O'Leary, your conservative but mean attitude is not working, especially on offense. Tim Salem's play calling,
going up the middle and then having a third
and 7, is about as boring as listening to a
Ralph Nader speech. Coach, you're quoted as
saying the offensive line is full of youth and
inexperience and also saying your most talented group is your wide receivers. Utah is
9-0, with Urban Meyer seen as the hottest
coach in the country. What is·he using ·to
win? The shotgun with three and four wideouts.
Bobby Bowden became a winner with
trickery. How about opening up your offense
by tAfcing Steven Moffett on a naked boot-leg
play, call the reverse five times during a
game, running the option or even using the
flea flicker.
Apparently the coaches have made so
many negative comments to Moffett that
now he is sounding like a manic depressive.
You are quoted as saying these guys are studen.ts first, athletes second. Berating and
humiliating them at practice doesn't help
either. How about giving them some Prozac,
take them to Universal [Studios] to ride ·
some coasters and then let them open itup
on the the field? At 0-9 you got nothing to
loose.

I would get paid less than those who have
lived there. Here in America there are many'
more white males who graduate from college
and deserve better jobs right now. That
might not be the case in 30 years.
Everyone is always calling for "equality"
and saying gender and race shouldn't be an
issue, but women and minorities always label
themselves as minorities in such events, thus
throwing the idea of equality out the window
because they themselves say they are different.
-ADAM TURNER

·Speak up and be proud
I beg to differ with Brandon Purington
that the selfless activists who dedicated a
month of their lives to Tent City were "wasting" their time "protesting a cause that they
didn't win" ["Loves the Bush," Nov. 8). The
members of Campus Peace Action ignited
more educated dialogue on campus by their
efforts than any other electoral event at UCF
this semester.
'
Furthermore, voter participation at the
UCFprecinct rose by 400 percent and John
Kerry took Orange County by a small margin
of victory. Bush's "re~istic" agenda has thus
far comprised of stripping citizens of their
civil liberties while marching their sons and
daughters into an illegal foreign occupation
with no exit plan, while racking up the
largest deficit our country has seen in
decades. ~ove paying $2 a gallon for gas compared to $1 under Clinton? Thank GW.
We can do more than two things to be
sure, Mr. Purington. We can naively support
Bush; we can whine and complain; or we can
actively and productively voice our opposition and reclaim our country alongside
groups like CPA. UCF should be proud of
the group's example and inspired by its wisdom and level of commitment. We should
follow its lead to selflessly act in the true
interests of our country.
Like you said - America needs our support.

- JACK SCHOLBE

Wage gap overhyped
I thiiik fhat the wage gap bake sale is
going a little overboard ["Glass ceiling goodies show discrimination," Nov. 8]. They say
that they wanted to "raise awar~ness" about
the gap between how much women and.
minorities in general get paid compared to
white males. The only thing that they made
me aware of is that they want separate gro- ·
cery stores for each race so that they can buy
milk at a cheaper price than white males
who can better afford it (God forbid everyone
pay $3.09 for a gallon of milk).
If I were to go into another country with
no education and no status, more than likely

- KAUA DODGE

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online' at www.UCFnews.com'or fax them to407·447-4556. Questions? Call 407·823-6397 (UCF-NEWS).
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CAMPUS

'Who is more vain:
men or women?'

YOHANNES HAZEN

ELLIE ZITSMAN

Communications

Art

"Women, because there is no such
thing as man cleavage.''

"Men.Thanks to David Beckham there
are plenty more metrosexuals now.''

BRETT WAGNER
Art education

"Men. They finally realized what
wo~en want, pretty boys."
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Communicative disorders

"Women, because the rugged look
works on guys but never on a woman." ·

"Men, because our culture is putting
more emphasis on male appearances."

"l still say women. Idon't see too many
men with makeup on,"
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·Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle
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• local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

HELP WANTED:
I~
~General
Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed:
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 and
more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com.

**Special Event Sales**
Creativity, drive and a proven sales
ability will make you a strong candidate
for this position. Outstanding
compensation and the opportunity to
work with America's top corporations,
producing product launches, incentive
'meetings, and themed events. In this
high profile role in which you will
establish new partnerships and
strengthen existing relationships through
persistent sales efforts. Enthusiasm and
a strong desire to excel are required.
Please fax or e-mail your resume,
Including salary history to:
pbarnhart@theeventsource.net
or 407-857-7666

To Answer Text Messages on Your
Cell Phone! Get 1 to 3 messages per
week. It's FREE. It's easy. Opt In @
www.PollCast.net

GET PAID CASH

Make Money taking Online Surveys
• Earn $10-$125 for Surveys
Earn $25·$250 for Focus Groups
Visit www.cash4students.com/ams-ucf
CUSTOMER SERVICE/IN.SIDE SALESPT & FT avail. Must be happy and
intelligent. Good communication &
computer skills. Fun place to work. 401 k
& health plan. Resume to 407·679-1699
or jobs@REWonline.com

WNUE Local Sales Manager Position
Minimum 4 years Radio Sales Experience
or 2 years Radio Sales Management.
Track record as high billing leader, NTR
revenue leader and new business
producer. Proficient in Tapscan,
Microsoft Word, Excel, & Outlook.
Complete understanding of Arbitron
rating system. Proven leadership skills.
To apply send your resume no later than
Wednesday November 1O; via email to
paui@lanueva981.com
Phone 407-331-1777, Fax 407-830·6223
MUSICIAN/CHOIR DIRECTOR WANTED
for Sunday Morning Worship Service at a
predominantly African American Church,
located in East Orlando. Please call:
(~07) 894-7316 or (321) 662·4269.
Premier theater is immediately recruiting
PR, fundraising, & sales teams to
promote the theater & its debut
production. G,enerous pay, unsurpassed
benefits and opportunities. Flex. hrs.
407-210·3989.

LOVE PETS?
FT groomer/PT kennel help in Oviedo.
Experienced only. Pet Bowmque.
407-366·8187.

EXPERIENCED SERVERS NEEDED
To work at Dakshin Indian
Restaurant at the Crossroads Plaza in
Lake Buena Vista. Flex sched.
Housing offered. Excellent.pay.
Please call 407-448-3672.

Outback Steakhouse on
Redbug and Tuskawilla Rd. Now
Hiring for servers, host, bus boys
and cooks. Servers must have 2 yrs.
exp. Must be willing to work
holidays. Apply within M·Th 1-3 p.m.or Call for appt. 407-699-0900.
UNLIMITED MOVIES
for $20/month, www.DVDFUN.tv
Unlimited Income Opportunity
www.DVDFUN.biz
Tropical Smoothie Cafe is looking for
outgoing and energetic people. Please
apply in person inside the YMCA at
Blanchard Park

STUDENT WORK

GET PAID TO DRIVE A
BRAND NEW CAR1
Now paying drivers $800·$3200 a month.
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today!
www.freecarkey.com
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Seminole Chronicle
I NOW HIRING I

ADVERTISING REP

Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers .
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816·0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

Q:

-

I

Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971-9131.

HIRING NOW
Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100
.

Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. Only 20 min. from
UCF. Come in between 1O and 2.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651

EXPERIENCED RECEPTIONIST &
VETRINARY NURSE
Needed for busy full-service vetrinary
hospital. Located in Petsmart across
from Oviedo Marketplace. Competitive
pay. Fax resume to Melissa at
407~359· 7528.

UP TO $15 PER HOUR
Strong work ethics and excellent communication skills.
Fun and fast paced environment. 15 -25 hrs per week.
Hourly base plus commission. Fax resume to
407-447-4556 or e-mail Markl@knightnewspapers.com
Movie Extras, Actors, Models!
Make $100-$300 per day
No experience required. FT/PT
All ages and looks needed!
Call 800-773-8223
P/T Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407-628-3844.
Need extra cash? - $6/hour
Disabled person in UCF area would like
your services to do menial work. Please
contact Erika 407-657-6936. Schedule
very flexible. Leave msg. & time to call.
PT ICE DELIVERY DRIVERS
For Central Florida restaurants & events.
Evening weekends · flex schedules.
Class "D" License, 26K GVW experience
and good driving record required.
Fax resume to: 407-296·8118
or apply in person.
Action Ice, LLC dba Winter Park Ice
1920 Commerce Oak10 Avenue
Orlando, FL 32808
407-296-8300

Close to UCF
• flexible·nhedules to lit Students
• guaranteed salaries • paid .training
• weekly. payiheiks • hourly bonuses - $9$19 aug iomm•.• no exp. neiessary
• bilinguals for Orlando ofliie

$ J00 sign on bonus!
Referral bonus!

Call now to set up an immediate interview
UCF Area 407-673-9700 or Orlando 407-243-9400
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PIT Seasonal - Sears in Fashion Square
Mall. Need help in: Cashiers,
Commission sales, In-store Marketing,
and Asset Protection. M/F, Apply online
at www.sears.com or in-store. EOE

A:

They both
donate plasma .at

DCI Biologicals
Orland.o!
* Of course, J-Lo doesn't live in Orlando and Jim Morrison is

dead, but we really do have donors with these names.

Earn S180I month donating
your life-saving plasma.
DCI Biologicals Orlando
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite SOO
(Across the street from Racetrac)

321-235-9100
www.dciplasma.com

(,
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Opportunity To Participate
In A Clinical Research Study To Evaluate An
lnvestigational Vaccine.
• 18 to 45 years of age
• Not taking certain
medications
• 12 outpatient visits
ove:r: 32 weeks
Compensation up to $570.00 for time & travel
Call today for more information:

.(407) 240-7878'
Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue
Orlando - FL 32809
www.ocrc.net
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rf'iTl1 HELP WANTED:
[~General

Crossword

•

Available from January to May
Price range: $400 • $500 mo.
src1124pr@aol.com

3 HOUSEMATES NEEDED
Brand new 4 bedroom lakeside
home. 5 mins from UCF. Everything
Incl: all utll, maid service, gardener,
wireless web, w/d, etc. $600/mo.
Call my cell 561·213-1805. .

•

NORTHGATE LAKES
F roommate wanted, 1/1 in 3/3 avail
Dec 18. $489/mo. All inclusive, ethernet,
cable, W/D, UCF shuttle. Call
(407) 971-1187 or arachne43@aol.com

•

PEGASUS POINTE APARTMENT
Bd avail ASAP for F in 4/2, $445/mo
Incl all util plus ethernet, w/d. Dec rent
·covered. Fantastic roommates. 2
pools, computer lab, gym, social
events, free shuttle. Call 239-425-5389
We both benefit from you taking
over my Pegasus Connection (JC)
leaselll Avail. immediately with no
move-in fees or rent until January!
321-432-9330 or 321-726-0168

SALE:
[~FOR
~General
LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?

"

TV'S & ELECTRONICS
Including but·not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
• 0 •• 0 wWW.BUYTVSNOW.COM••••••••

Why not join the team at SeaWorld? Here,
enjoy working with fun, friendly people in an ex
,,:• environment. Plus, you'll earn great pay and be
:~ including free tickets to SeaWorld and Busch G
1•.
Learn more at our:

•

Village at Alafaya Club. Can move In
12111, will pay.for Dec rent and
transfer fees. $515/mo.
813-300-3387
College Station apt, $470/mo. Ethernet,
HBO, all util. incl. M needed. Priv bath,
fully furnished. Half off March renti Avail.
beginning January. 407-625-6148 or
·
klugemark@hotmall.com
·

•

JEFFERSON COMMONS APARTMEN:r
414, $490/mo incl util and ethernet.
Amenities incl pool and covered
basketball court. Avail Dec or Jan.
Cali Chris at 407-421-5219

Enter through the mafn gate and follow parking t-0
Ports of Call banquet facility

Opportunities are available in:

PEGASUS CONNECTION APARTMENT
$490/mo, ail utilities included.
Female wanted. Available now.
Call Melanie at (407) 719-9665.

• Culinary Operations
• .Merchandise/Games • Operations.

Pegasus Pointe - FalVSpr/Sum
Terms. 1 unit avail. In 212, w/ UCF
shuttle Utlls + WID Incl Fully
furnished, NO MOVE IN FEES Only
$595/mo. Call: 786 597 0297

Unable to attehd our Job Splash?
Apply in person Monday - Friday
from 9 am to 4:30 pm at the
SeaWorld Staffing Center, 7007 Sea Harbor Drive.
An equal opportunity·ernployer M/F/D/V.

--

•

,;~,
SeaWorld.

~ HELP WANTED:
Lt:.I Part-Time

I

Part-time nanny needed to assist 5 year
\ti • old son when I have late night meetings
• and out of town travel (1-2 times/month).
Pickup from Page Academy (on
University), homework, & dinner. Approx
• ~ 2-5 hours, 3·4 days per occasion. N/S,
Early Education majors, bilingual
preferred. MUST LOVE KIDSI
Call 407-509-6234

•

PT Cleaning, Evenings
Cleaners pay $7.00-$8.00/hr.
' ~·
Supervisors $8.00-$10.00/hr.
~Looks good on resume, flex hours must
• "be neat, honest, reliable. 407-481-0180
·~
.
~ Regional Proctor-Administrator
· Schedule 'a.lo administer tests Orlando·
Tampa-Dayto11a. Process payments,
courier w/ tests daily. 4-5 hours/day
w/lravel, 15+ assignments/mo. Prefer
PT educators, administrators, couples,
· retired. bruceaQams@bellsouth.net

I
~

Move-in at Pegasus Landing. No Movein fees! Graduating early. Close to
campus w/ shuttle service. $500 per mo.
Need to be out by January. Will give
$200 at move-in. Call 386-299-1155.

Housecleaning/Personal Assistant
Position open for person wanting to work
4-6 hours a week, Fridays preferred, at
my home in Maitland. Please call
Carol at 407-629-5041

NORTHGATE LAKES
F sublease, 1/1 in a 4x4 avail Dec 12.
$470/mo all inclusive, no move-in fees.
First month FREE. Cali Sarah @
321-501-1363
Tivoli Apartments - 1/1, $750/mo.
Includes cable, DSL, Security System,
Fitness Center, pool, volleyball courts &
UCF Shuttle. Available December or
January. Call 954-608-7103

~FOR RENT:

[~Homes

-

LAKEFRONT HOME WITH DOCK
4/2/2 w/ bonus room on 1 1/2
acres. Behind UCF on Lake Price.
Skiable lake, newly renovated
bathrooms. 407-421-8132

UCF AREA HOUSES
3, 4, and. 5 bdrms. New homes. All
appliances and lawn services Incl.
·Low rent, leases avail today. For .
more Info call Nick at 407-810-7622.

HOME FOR RENT!
Mins from UCF, clean 312 w/ den.
All appliances and large fenced yard.'
Call Melissa w/ Legacy RE Group
407-275-9595
WATERFORD LAKES NEW HOME
4 Bd/2 Ba, 2 car garage.
Great Location! $1,400/mo.
http://46460.rentcllcks.com
or call 407-310-6583
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. fQr rent. $595 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

Sublease for Spring & Summer
1 M/F needed for a 4x4 in Jefferson Lotts
prvt bath, walk in closet, ethernet, cable,
WID ail utils incl $580 a mo. Sublease
will go from Jan until Aug . 954-868-6855.
Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Summer term, Available In May. Female
needed for 4BR unit. Quiet & private, will
pay transl.er fees. Cali 321-604-9029

Room for rent: Northgate Lakes
1 M needed, 4 BR, private bath, utils
incl, washer/dryer/spatious patio, across .
the street from campus. $475 a 1110. obo
Cail Andrew @ 305-522-4348

101
TVs fro·m $101
Police seized property!
For Info 800-747"9372 ext. M383.

DOWNTOWN ORLANDO
Room for rent - 2/2 condo
$600/mo. includes utilities
407-687-1053

LOOKING FOR SOME EXTRA CASH?
LOOKING FOR A CAREER CHANGE?
•'
LOOKING FOR A HOME BASED
BUSINESS?
We are looking for YOU!
Please join us for a 1-hr Informational
11 •
1 meeting Saturday, November 20, 9-10am
' at the Sheridan Suites, Orlando Airport,
7550 Augusta National Drive, in the
Florida Room. Receive a FREE gift just
for comlngl

Single apt. at Pegasus Connection
Fully furnished, W/D, ethernet and ail util
incl. 5 mins from campus. Avail. lm111ed.
Price neg. Gym & game room. Shuttle
service and car ports. 727-207:6026

Free rent through February
No move-In fees!
Jefferson Lofts Apartments: 4/2
Lease ends August 2005
Call 813·681-6062

UCF AREA HOUSE
312/2, screened patio, nice yard,
Available Now.
Call 407·466·4046

•

Oviedo Home for Rent
3 Bd 2Ba, garage converted into large
multipurpose room, $1025/mo. 1 mi N of
UCF at 1004 W Riveria Blvd.
407-366-7731 or 352-241-7000
BEDROOM AVAILABLE
Avall Dec 15th, start pay Jan 1st. 1
mi from UCF In quiet neighborhood.
.. 31212 Incl w/d. $385/mo plus 1/3
utll. Call Lisa 954-547-1911
3 BO/ 3 BA house in Avalon Park.
·Cable/Washer/Dryer incl. Nearby Golf
, ; course, Comm swimming pool. $550/mo
; ,
Contact Keith 407-207-6425.

•

•"

•t

1•
•..
:~·

WINTER PARK FOUR
SEASONS CONDO
Large 2/2, includes w/d, $800/$750 a
month. Elizabeth Larsen
Julie "B" Realty Inc. 407-415-1553

NEW EAST ORLANDO HOME
,, Waterfront, 4/2.5, two-story, low
' rent. lncls W/D, cable. Close to UCF.
Call Alex 321-277-5150

• .·-·t
/

Iii

2 BR/2 BA available in luxury condo 1/2
mile from UCF. $1050/mo.
Fully Furnished!
Call Ana 407-281-3708.
Available Immediately!

Attention Hospitality Mgmt.

, ROOM FOR RENT- 3/2 Beautiful home 4
• • mins from campus. Garage/yard/large
, kitchen/big screen TV/internet/furnished.
No smoking. Clean, neat. Avail 12/15.
Will do one semester lease.
~
$450+ half utilities (407) 928-2129

• MALE ROOMMATE WANTED
$604/mo Incl
all utll, ether.net, w/d, private
reserved parking. Gym & game room.
954-494-8711

212 In Jefferson Lofts,

·-·-i .

QUIET COUNTRY APT
1/1 close to UCF. $800/mo ail util Incl.
Furnished/unfurnished. Pets ok.
407-443-7024 .

students! There is an opportunity for a
Management I Administrative Assistant
position available! Contact Celeste at
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651
TIRED OF LIVING PAYCHECK TO
PAYCHECK?
Simply complete the form online to get
more information. Visit us at:
www.911PianB.net

•

UCF AREA 2BR/2BA Apartments for rent
within 1 mile of campus. $950/mo.
Including water. Pool & tennis court!
Call 407-484-0343

SHERWOOD FOREST DUPLEX
2/2, avail immediately. $750/mo + first
rno., last mo. & 1 mo deposit. Utll not
incl. lncls W/D. Close to UCF. No pets.
Cail 321-277-6195

less than 10 mins. away from UCF
$250/(Tlo. plus utii. 1 small rm avail. for F
to share with females in 4/2 home.
Clean, quiet, W/D, furnished. N/S, no
pets please.• Cail 407-319-3751
FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
2 story house behind UCF w/ pool table
and big living room. $450/mo, incl highspeed + util. Cali Bethany at
321-258-4052 tp take a look.
1 roqm avail for female in spacious 4/2.5
house. All included+ internet & cable.
Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact Maritza
954-290-3564 -or- email
ucfnews4me@yahoo.com
FEMALE TO SHARE WITH FEMALE
4/2, large pool home.
$475/mo plus half utilities.
Call 407·657-5116
2 rms for rent, 2 miles from UCF. Big
home w/pool, $395/mo. w/ utii. Contact
Steve 305-2B 1-3104 or 407-736-0064.
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF In
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preservj!.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all utll.
Incl. 954-816-3127
ROOMMATE NEEDED
For immediate occupancy in 4/2 home in
Waterford Lakes. Spacious home,
female preferred. $475/mo incl all utii &
high-speed internet. Won't last longl
Cali 4$7-282-7774 .

Format: Hardcover/ ISBN:
0·07303-1208/ June 2001/
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Book Co Ltd/
Illustrated/ Edition: 6/ Language:
English I $30.00 obo call
407-447-4555 ext 208, ask for Fred.
Moving Sale: white desk like new $25/
filing cabinet $20/ 3 piece l<)mp set
(floor/desk/clamp)$10/ OBO
Call Hillary 863-221-5604

99 Black Cheverolet Cavelier RS
Coupe. Cold AIC. CD Player. All new
filters and tires rotated recently.
Great condition. $3250iobo. Call
386-627-1418 for more info.
'96 CHRYSLER SEBRING
$2600 and other yehicies at wholesale
prices. Financing available for students I
ALTERNATIVE LEASING is your source
for affordable deals on great cars.
Cail Ray 321-278-6595 or
Dan 321-377-0515.

$500 FREE CASH WHEN MOVE-IN
$470/month. Furnished. 1st floor.
Private bathroom! Utilities Included!
Across from UCF. No move:ln fees.
Call 407·887-3318

~--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~
Pegasus Landing sublease! Private room
& bath, fully furnished, full kitchen, HBO,
WID. 3rd floor apt. 3 Pools & Fitness
centers. $500/mo. Incl. ail util. Avail.
now thru· July 31. Cail 561-339-0367
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
3 bdrm furn unit w/ private bath. Avail
Dec 15th. Northgate apts next to UCF.
$494/mo, incls util, ethernet, cable, and
WID. No rent due til Jan 407-4.21-1951
Pegasus Pointe - Spring/Summer Term
1 unit. avail. In 4/2 - Roommate matchirg
avail. Only $445/mo Including util + WID
Fully Furnished, No move-in fees
Cail Nowl (954) 292-7572
2 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE ASAP
l\vo female roommates wanted for a
4 bdrm apt at Boardwalk on Alafaya.
Fully furn. Plus electric, Internet, an~
cable. Room A $470/mo, Room B
$475/mo. 407-810-4082
PEGASUS LANDING APARTMENT
1 bd & bil avail In 4/4. $490/mo Incl
all utll, ethernet, and w/d. Amenities
Incl pool & gym. Short term lease,
Jan. 1st· May 1st. 732·407-2331.
Take over my lease at Pegasus Pointel
$450/mo. I'll pay ail transfer fees and ·
the first month! 321-443-4522 or
jpuglla@cfl.rr.com

1 M/F needed for a 4x4
College Station Apartment, prvt bath,
internet, cable, pool, gym, all utils incl
$470 a mo. Lease can begin ASAP.
Willing to help out with Nov rent.
407-383-9653.
Fountains at Waterford Lakes. 1/1 in a
2/2 available. $458 + 1/2 Otils. Ready for
Spring Semester. Pdol, gym, business
center. Gated comm. 407-234-4394.
Jefferson Lotts sublease available in
January. F wanted for brand new
apartment! Private BR & BA, Security
system, all util, cable, & Internet. .
Cail 954-401-4309
Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Bd avail for F in 212 wt private ba.
·No move-In fees. $560/mo incl all
utll, w/d, N/S. critters0818@yahoo.com 863- 81 ·6404

DOWN
1 More forlorn
2 "Anchors "
3 Transform4 Place on the
payroll
5 Slippery tree?

© 2004Trlbune Madia Services, tnc.
All rights teserved .

Saw's cutters
Presented by
Des_, IL
Deserved
Student Credit Cards!
Pungent
Reward Credit Cards!
1o Marsh grass
·11 Into the open
12 Play for a fool
13 Way cool!
19 On the payroll
22 Miffed
24 Virginia and
Georgia
26 Leave ou1 .
27 Wide shot
29 Sunset until
dark
31 Racers' grp.
33 Permit to
Balance Transfer Credit Cards!
34 You there!
35 Fills with
wonder
44 Beast
53 Vega's
36 Mural site
·45 Powerful
constellation
37 Permitting
54 Toward the stem
38 Popell company .46 Score
48 REM situation
55 Salton or
40 Superlatively
49 Amorous
Caspian .
wealthy
starer
57 "Chances "
Vallarta,
42
. (Mathis hit)
52 Has title to
Mexico ·
6
7
8
9

(REDITFN.COM
SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT!

m

Please see solutions in next issue ...,__,, Mon. 11/15

1993 Grand Prix SE
98,000 miles, fully loaded,
automatic everything $999/0BO
call Kaycee @ 407-823-5803
2004 Nissan Sentra SE-R
Orange, sunroof, spoiler, 4 doors.
Only 4,000 mi. $16,200 obo. Over
$5k already paid for. Moving, must
sell. Call Jose at 407-855-3989 or
407-721-2267.
Email at jozantonio@hotmail.com
,[

19!{9 Toyota Camry
4 doer, beige,-exc. condition, OD player,
automatic, new tires, ice-cold NC. Just
had tune up, new starter. $5500.
407-298-0420 before 9pm
Mitsubisl}I Mirage LS - 1999
1 owner/silver gray/ 4-door/ auto/ NC,
PW/ PL, AM/FM/Cassette , cruise
control, tilt, new tires, 80k ml, excellent
condition. $4495. 407-324-0956
$5001
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $5001 For Info and listings
800-747-9319 ext. V502.

98' Jeep Cherokee Sport
blue w/ tinted windows, 2 door, 113k mi,
automatic, 6 cylinder, great gas mileage,
$4400 obo call 407-702: 3472

.LOSE YOUR JOB?
DOES YOUR FORMER EMP.LOVER OWE YOU WAGES?
DID YOU GET PAID FOR ALL OF YOUR TIME WORKED?
DON'T LET THEM WRONGFULLY KEEP YOUR HARD EARNED MONEY!
IF WE GET YOU ANY MONEY, THEY PAY OUR FEES AND COSTS

(407) 61 WAGES

Pegasus Landing Apartment
Looking for Female/PrivatetRm & Bath
WO/Internet Access/Cable/Utils/furnlshed
$490 per month/ (407)482-0597 or
Nlcclw3@hotmail.com

UNIVERSITY HOUSE APARTMENT
4/2.5, townhouse style. $441/mo incl ail
utll, ethernet, and W/D in unit.
Cail 754-284-3646

'i

FOR SALE: Biology

ACROSS
1 Fragrant sack
7 Bose or Anjou
11 "The Best Years
of
Lives"
14 Sometime
15 Intertwine
16 NAFTA
participant
.
17 Ustinov
autobiography
18 Stopped
20 Have supper
21 Tobago's
neighbor
23 Omelet
Ingredient
24 Polished
25 Hover
threateningly
• 28 Fictional Butler
30 Directed
31 Watts of "Le
Divorce•
32 Cardiff's land
34 Singer EmmyJou
35 Stooq by
38 Puts up a fight
39 Pickpocket's
pick
40 Rolls41 Psychologist
Havelock
42 Tailor's fastener
43 Adjust
47 Trudge along
48 Relief
50 At the moment
51 Unreservedly
53 Word on diet
foods
54 In a manner of
speaking
56 Non-clerics
58 Marsh
· 59 New Jersey five
60 Off-course
61 Earmark
62 Dalmatian detail
63 Landed
property

Country club community. Like new 2/2,
$125k. Hurry won~ last long!
Elizabeth Larsen
Julie "B" Realty, i11c ..407·415·1553

(407)-679:-2437
The hiring of an attorney is an Important decision that should not be based solely upon advertisements. Before you decide,
~sk us to send you free Information on our qualifications and experience. Jeffrey WAlbert, Esquire: Principle office: Maitland

UCF AREA HOME
Luxurious 212 villa with offlceMlllty
room. Mint condition. Mins from UCF.
Call 407-592-5819.
'

Lose Fat? Gain Muscle?
We can help you!
Safe, Effective Personal Training
ONLY $20 per session!
407-970-5431
COMPUTER INSTALLATION &
UPGRADES
Flat rates and low prices.
. On-site and ofhsite.
Kahn Consulting
www.ucfcomputer.com

Do you need help w/ Spanish
classes?
Call me now@ 407-719-4307

WA:NT TO BE A ROCKSTAR?
Is your band missing that one piece?
Think· someone needs your skills? Get
your band's name out there. Cail Rene
every Fri. 407-447-4555 #209. 10-Spm.

Tony's Hauling
' Hauling Yard Debris, Light treewcirk,
Garage and Storage unit clean outs.
407-721-0483.
Customize your headrest with custom
logos, installed in 1 hr. or less. Gold
plating, Wood grain, Carbon Fiber, Dash
.
Kits, Car Candy. We come to you!
Visa/MC accepted: Lou @ 407-461-9222

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harel new# (407) 353-6528.

$450 Group Fundralser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS our
free (yes, fre.e) fundrals.ing solutions
E:iQUALS $1,000,$2,000 in earnings for ,
your group. Cail TODAY for a $460
bonus when .you schedule your non-sales
fundralser with CampusFundralser.
Contact CampusFundralser,
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundralser.com

Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

*189°0 15 DIVS/ 4 NIUlllS
239°0 1 08118/ 6 NIDhts
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Prices include:
SPRING BREAK BAHAMAS
CELEBRITY PARTY CRUISE!
5 Days $2991 Includes Meals, Parties!
Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau,
Jamaica from $4591
Panama City & Daytona $159!
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Round·tr\p luxurY. cruise with !Qod. Accommodations
on ·the islan~ at your choice of ten resorts.
Free V.1.P. party package upgrade.

APPllBChla Trivet .

1-800-861-5018

www.Bahamasun.com
We'll beat anv Package Price!
Musi book bofo1c Dec. 1, ·04

SPRING BREAK IN BRAZIL
Trips to Rio de Janeiro from $969
VIP Passes, airfare, hotel, & more
Earn a Free Trip; Call 877-456-WILD
www.springbreakbr&il .com
BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
· $189 5-Days/4-Nlghts
· $239 7-Days/6-Nights
PriQes include:
Round-trip luxury .cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.i.P. party package upgrade.
Appalachia Travel
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Must book before Dec. 1 '04

Assistant needed for wheelchair
bound student start - Spring 2005.
MWF 10a.m. - Sp.m. Avg. $8/hr.
Comp. skills a MUST. Call Anna Meeks
407-847-0788 or Purpie@kua.net
Attention all Bachelor of Arts 8f
Science Graduates!
I need graduation tickets for li'ail 2004.
Anyone who has extra please
call Ebonl')i at 407-625-4830

LOST something valuable?
FOUND a free ad!
Lost & Found Classifieds are free to
those in need and those who wish to help.
Central Florida Future

Elim.Baptist Fail Festival.
Free Food, Clothing, Fun & Rides.
4315 Rixey Street, Orlando
407-894-7316
Sat. Nov. 13, 2004 (10:30 AM - 2 :30 PM)

Get Paid to Play!
The Platinum Poker Club
' www.PPCSignUp.com
Promo Code: VK001, Use your Promo
Code to receive a Limited Time' Offer.
Offering tournaments and live gamesl

Call a classified representative to place
your ad today.
(407) 447-4555
T. Matthew Johnson
Journal/Sketch book FOUND In MAP
building - lecture hail, belonging to
T. Matthew Johnson. Please email
classifeds@knightnewspapers.com.
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To Gentlemen of Sigma Chi fraternity:
Thank you for an amazing week
of Homecoming.
Love, The ladies of Kappa Delta
Place your ad In minutes! Call
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We'll take you to "Tb.e House"

It~ all about college life ...

. Ha"g out, study hard, a"d sle p In!
120224 Royal Wulff Lane
Orlando, FL 32817

407-277-4007
www.universityhouse.com
info@uhalafaya.com

Business Center w/Fax~ COmputer &Copier• Game Room• 24 Fitness Center• Billiards
High Spee~ IEthern~t • Basketball Court • Sand VoUeybal~ Court• Tw<r Sparkting Swimming Pools
Car Wash • 24 Hour Emerget1cy Maintenance • Professionally Landscaped Grounds
UCF Shuttte • Covered ParRing • Wireless lnternet at the Pool.

Individual Atarm Systems •Berber C~rpet •Ceramic Tife Entries• Cable TV w/tlBOs
Ceiling Fans• Utilities Included• Washers/Dryers • Kitchen Pantries1
Carpeting & Designer Colors •Wood Floors• Whjte-on-White Kitchen Appltances
Frost Free Refrigerators with Ice Makers• Microwaves •Dishwashers • Large Patios •Mini Blinds
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.Incredible Pixar production is a ·
superhero masterpiece
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Daytona Beach
·hosts film festival ·
-PAGE 2

NoFX unleashes
greatest hits comp .
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Hilton does more
than just hotels.
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HAPPENINGS

Daytona
Beach Film
Festival
More than 30 fil~ ·debut
in second annual festival
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

W

hen most people hear the word
"Daytona," they probably think
of the city's beautiful beach
resorts and - of cqurse - NASCAR But
for an increasing number of people, Daytona is more than sun, sand and fast cars
- it's a place to see unique films they
won't find anywhere else.
Starting tonight and running through
Nov. 17, the N&S 6 Cinema and the Cinematheque of Daytona will feature the
second annual Daytona Beach Film Festival. A drastically improved format from
COURTESY DAYTONA BEACH FILM FESTIVAL
last year's inaugural four-day festival, this Advertisements like this for the Daytona Beach Film Festival and the N&S Cinema 6 have been ongoing throughout the year. For many film buffs, the wait is finally over.
year's fest will spotlight films on all of the
Tiie festivities will open tonight with a distributors . to question the festival's
theater's six screens. In addition, each showcasing Cinematheque selections for
movie will receive three screenings, as the last two years. The theater's manager, retro film, 1975's Nashville, Robert Alt- importance.
'~ lot of people think of Daytona as
Bob Cunningham, has seen such an man's ensemble story of political
opposed to last year's one.
Bike Week and NASCAR and spring
. "Being able to see a week of films on increase in art-film patronage that he activism in the titular city.
"Nashville is from a period of cinema break, and distributors tend to think that
six screens is God's gift to any film buff, believes a bigger festival is more than
that we love," said .Cinematheque co- way too," said Sadler. "But it's not overor just any local who is interested in .see- warranted.
"There's a strong desire here for art director Jeff Sadler. '~d it's a film that comeable by any means. We're way
ing a wide variety of films," said Brian
Quain, a film booker at Orlando's own cinema," he said. "The Cinematheque rarely gets shown on television, let alone ahead of the game, and the longer you go
on, the more tradition you build."
arthouse cinema, Enzian theater. '~s a group was origip.ally about 100 and has in theaters." ·
Nashville also provides the cinema
In the end, Daytona film buffs may just
programmer [for the Florida Film Festi- . grown to over 400." .Last year's fest drew ·
val this past March], I saw tons of films a surprising three thousand people in its with the .opportunity for a-themed open- have to get used to NASCAR hysteria.
come in, and it is so hard to pick and four-day run. "We're expecting almost six ing reception. Tonight's meet-and-greet After all, the post-festival awards recepchoose for 10 days on three screens. This thousand this year," added Cunningham. before the film will feature a live country tion is going to be held on none other
Titles at this year's fest include docu- band and country-western flavored dish- than Richard Petty Boulevard.
will help the festival make wider _deci-.
For non-cinematheque members, an
sions, get more films, and a get a much mentaries like Superstar in a Housedress, es, and guests are asked to wear their best
Bmpathy and Silver Wings & Civil Rights; cowboy and cowgirl attire.
all-festival pass is $120, and individual
bigger attendance."
Despite the Cinematheque's illustri- tickets are $8. The opening night film
The Daytona Cinematheque is a not- foreign flicks we haven't gotten here like
for-profit organization that has been An Amazing Couple and On the Run and ous plans and optimistic attitudes, it is (Nashville) and reception is $25. For a full
bringing art cinema to the Daytona area retro films like the classic political drama still difficult to shake Daytona's commer- listing of film descriptions and showcial image, whic~ has caused some movie times, visit www.nscinema6.com.
for over 13 years. The N&S 6 has been The Battle ofAlgiers.

The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Florida
Future, the free independent campus newspaper of the University of Central
Florida. Opinions in the indie are those of the individual columnist only and not
neces.5arily those of the editorial staff. All content is property of the indie and
may not be reprinted in part or in whole without pennission from the publisher.
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Let's see now.
stuff that brings America together (Le.
In this issue's Life section, you got Krispy Kreme doughnuts and COD;l.your story on Paris Hilton's new club, mercials), and the unusual as usual in
sex columnist Dana giving some limbo the 'Web Less Traveled" to fills out the
tips and a review of a decent show on · Ramblings section.
UPN! Whoa! There's also the usual
In Movies ... well, there's a ton, from
"Real Life for Real" and "Future an animated Tom Hanks to a possibly
Funny."
gay Pierce Brosnan to Gigli. One of
Mike Lawrence's writes his last those three options isn't true. ·
political column (thank God), "The
For Music? New stuff from Ed HarGeek Life" has a desert adventure, the court, NoFX and Neko Case.
Crazed Indie Robot lists the random
- BRANDON HARDIN

.
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•

•
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HAPPENINGS
CALENDAR

CAMPUS

Gnematic Legacy of
Frankenstein

SHOWS

Early music ensemble concert

Nov.17, 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., free
UCF Library
Room 223
407-823-5308

Supervillains, Gargamel!,Junkie
Rush, Pretty Ugly (rock)

Nov. 12, 8 p.m., 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.,
UCF Rehearsal Hall
Room 116
407-823-5116

· Nov. 11, 8 p.m., free-$5
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Gnema Series: Frankenstein
Frankenstein Complex

(1931)

Nov. 15, 3 p.m. to 4 p.m., fre~
UCF Library
Room 223
407-823-5308

Nov.17, 8:30 p.m. to 10 p.m., free
UCF Library
Room223
407-823-5308

Salsa lessons

EVENTS

Nov. 15, 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.,
Student Union
Cape Florida Ballroom, Room 316

AutoFest

Pottery sale
Nov. 16 to Nov.18, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m:
Student Union
South patio
407-823-3161
Frankenst~in and Diversity

Nov. 16, 2 p.m., free
UCF Library
Room 223
407-823-5308

Hinduism, Hi~alayan experience and yoga

I

Nov.16, 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., free
. Teaching Academy
Room 304
I
407-823-0592

Abbott and Costello Meet
Frankenstein
Nov. 16, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
UCF Library
Room223
407-823-5308

Hunger banquet
Nov.16, l'p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom
407-823-6471

Matt Pond PA, Spacebar, The
Party People, Our Divided
Fortune (indie)
Nov.11,8 p.m., $5-$7
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
't07-246-1419

Nov.11 to Nov.14,8 a.m. to 5 p.m., $8-$10
Zephyrhills Festival Park
2738 Gall Blvd.
813-782-0835

Armor for Sleep, Number One ·
. Fan, Days AY!ay, The Snake the
Cross the Crown (rock)
Nov.11,5:30 p.m., $10
Will's Pub
1850N.MillsAve.
407-898-5070

Play Deluna
Nov. 12 to Nov. 20, 8 p.m., $7
Art's Sake Studios
680ClaySt.
407-658~2210

Julington; Says I, Rosebud (rock)

Fossil, mineral and gem show

Nov. 11, 9 p.m., $5
Turtle Bay
10402 E~Colonial Drive
407-382-7488

Nov. 13 to Nov. 14( various times, $3
Central Florida Fairgrounds
4603 W. Colonial Drive
407-295-3247

I

Cradle of Filth, Arch Enemy,
Bleeding Through, Himsa (metal)
Nov.12, 7 p.m.,admission TBA
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Market Pro Computer Show
Nov. 13 to Oct. 14, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., $6
Central Florida Fairgrounds
4603 W.Colonial Drive
407-295-3247
. #

Orlando Beer Festival
Nov.13 to Nov.14, various times, $19.95 to
$34.95
City Walk
Universal Studios
407-224-5500

7bilay's ColUl:l:ry & All Thne Favorites!

Presents
New Faces Showcase VII
Featuring Hot Nevv Country Acts

Sugar·l and_& Jay Teter
Cowboys .Orlando
Tuesday, November
16
..
Doors 6:30pm
Shovv 7:~0pm
1 8+ welcome
.

Bughead (rock)
Nov.12, 10 p.m., $5
Copper Rocket Pub
106 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

FREE SHOWlff
But you need a ticketf
Get your tickets today at .Greenvvay Ford
Check out K92FM.com. for more· info

PLEASE SEE

CALENDAR ON i4

•

HAPPENINGS

THE BARBER ZONE
FADES FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS

. CALENDAR
FROM

.

'BEST PRICES IN THE AREA! ·

M-R 10-6 I FRI 9-5:30 .
SAT 9-4:30 SUN Closed

i3

Norah Jones (pop)
Nov. 12, 7:30 p.m., $29.50-$58
Ford Amphitheatre at the Florida
State Fairgrounds
813-740-2446

407~681-671 s
10038 UNIVERSITY BLyD., .ORlANDO:

Casiopeia (electronic)
Nov. 12, 9:30 p.m., $3
Natura Coffee and Tea
12078 Collegiate Way
407-482-5000

CHORUS

Nov.12, 9p.m., $6
The Peacock Room
1321 N.MillsAve.
407-228-0048

INE

Ambition's End, Country
Slashers,Vegas Choir (rode)
Nov.12,9p.m.,$3
Back Booth
37W.PineSt
407-999-2570

In one day; the world can change for a
few auditioning actors. Astory shaped
'
by emotion, talent a_nd song>·

·-·--~,~~.---·~-L.!..JJ

Jeff Golub, Euge Groove,
Warren Hill (jazz)

VHS or Beta, The Fever,
New Roman Times
Nov.13, lOp.m.,$8
The Social
54N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Trachtenburg Family
Slideshow Players (edectic)

Bouncing Souls, Against Me,
Murphy's Law, Let It Bum,
The Loved Ones (punk)
Nov.14,6p.m.,$12
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Our Given Day, Shadow
Agency, Dance Floor •
Tragedy, The Uprise (punk)

Nov.13,6 p.m., $12-$14
TheSocial
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Nov. 14, 9 p.m., $5
WilrsPub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Billy Bacon and The
Folbidden Pigs (blues)

Gargamel!, lndorphine,
One Drop, S Billion Dead,
In This Day (metal)

Nov.13, lOp.m.,$5
Copper Rocket Pub
106L.akeAve.
40H45--0069

Mass Des1ruction, Pop
Suicide, Yeah Melba,
Vancouverl (punk)
Nov.13, 7p.m., $7
0-ZoneCDs
1002 W. Hwy 436, Altamonte
407-862-1002

Marc with a'C' and The
Malk, Bhren, Mumpsy,Soft
Rod< Champion (lndie)
Nov.13,8 p.m.,free
Austin Coffee and Rim
929 W. Fairbanks Ave.
407-975-3364

Yip Yip, Landing on Land, On

J.assette, Skylight Mines,
Dodger (various)
_ ov.13,9p.m.,$5
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

OFF

·---------·

A

The Dumbwaiters, Brian
Straw, Six Plus Seven (lndie)

Nov.12,8p.m.,$36
The Plaza Theatre
425 N, Bumby Ave.
407-228-1220

f$1-~0(f

Nov. 14, 6 p.m., $8
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

AStatic Lullaby, Hopesfall,
Codeseven,
YourcodenameisMILO,
Rock Kills Kid (rock)
Nov.15,6p.m.,$10
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Animal Collective, Black
Dlce, Motion Picture
Massaae, Yip Yip (indie)
Nov.15, 8 p.m., $8-$10
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Yellowcard, The Starting
Line, The Matches (rock)
Nov.16, 7 p.m., $20-$22
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583 '

HIGHLIGHTS

LARRY THE CABLE GUY
L9cal boy made good, Larry the Cable Guy, will be at the UCF Arena on Sunday to do his
oh-so-white-trash stand up act. Known as of late for his role on Blue Collar TV with Jeff
Foxworthy and Bill Engvall, Larry is a native of nearby Sanford, Fla. As Blue Collar TV continues
to wield its redneck influence with a resurgence of good ol'fashioned southern fried humor,
Larry the Cable Guy continues to increase his audience - frcm truckers to housewives, and
now, the arena hopes, college students. The redneck charm he exudes on stage is more of an
act than anything. In interviews, his accent loses a lot of its flavor; however, you can tell Larry
the Cable Guy is definitely from the south. Right now, UCF students can get two-for-one
tickets.from Ticketmaster, so if you have a few extra bucks, check out this sleeveless flannelwearing guy and "Git r done"

Nov. 16, 6 p.m., $8
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Bob Rafkin (Americana)

Friday···Night

Bobby G, Ramez w/Fin
· and Take-out
l0

p.~.

- close

Nov.17, 7 p.m., $15.50-$17.50
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

---$3 cover---

Startight Mints (indie)

---No cover--SMOKERS WELCOME

Nov. 17, 8 p.m., $8
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

www.theatre.ucf.edu

. JHE . BACE~BIOI -·
··eEllRAtflORIDA'S PREMIER .

(rock)

Coheed &Cambria,
Underoath, Three (rock)

NOV.18 -DEC. 5

UCFCONSERVATORYTHEATRE
CALL TODAY! 40Z823.1500

and Race. Book

Dead to Fall, AGame of
You, Mashlin, Sunday
Driver, Tokyo Rose, In
.Passing, The Goodwill

Nov. 16, 7 p.m., $2
.Chapters on Park
358 N. Park Ave.
407-644-2880.

PLAYIN·G

Saturday Nig~t

·Roger Lee·

10 p.m. - close

¢SllUlCASI flCllllY ~ ~DPEN 'DlllY & NlllHTlY
.
ftlR·IOUllD FOR THOROlllHl.RED,
HARRISS &JAl·AlAI SllULCASTINlll
llVE JAi-ALAi RETURNS .
· IN JANIAIYI
-.
,t

~

College Students Always Free
(With Valid LD.)

This Ad Good
For I.Free Program
(Any Performance)

CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

HWY 11.92 & 436 Call (407) 339·6221

www.ar1andota1a111.Com
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SIC
Ed Harcourt, one of the UK's most pop~
ular artists, has released his third album,
Strangers. His past two albums did
extremely well, and Strangers is bound to
please audiences too.
His first full-length album, Here Be
Monsters, was _a wildly successful album
that gripped listeners with its melodic and
intoxicating tunes. Then came From Every
Sphere; his "difficult" album, which was
not as commercially successful as Here be

•

Monsters.
And now, here is Strangers, Ed, Harcourt's love album. Every song in this 12Strangers _ track album is dedicated to the woman
.
. · who has stolen Ed Harcourt's heart. ObviGenre: smger/songwnter . ously, Harcourt is not one to keep his love
Label: EMI a secret, because he's fully expressed it in
Release date: Nov. 9 Strangers, wearing his heart on his sleeve
and not giving a damn.
The best example of this is track three,

ED -HARCOURT

"This One's FOr You." It is a-very straightforwaJd love song with a slow, dreamy
quality to it that makes it perhaps the most
beautiful song on the entire album. It is
raw and simple, and that is what makes it
so wonderful. .
The album begins with the somewhat
upbeat "The Storm is Coming," which prepares us for the other 11 tracks to come,
them many .of the lyrics are not so upbeat.
"Loneliness" is dienched in sadness and
. depression, but that isn't too surprising
given the title. What is ·surprising is how
upbeat this song is for what it expresses.
- Harcourt reveals so much of himself in
this album with seemingly no fear, as he
. expresses his innermost thoughts in songs
like "Strangers" and "Let Love Not Weight
Me nown." These two songs reveal different aspects of Harcourt. '~Strangers" is a
song that reveals confidence, yet we know

By·their very nature, greatest hits compilations are difficult albums to-critique,
particularly if the band in question is actu~
ally good.
. When a band has put together an ef{tensive (and, for the most part, good) catalog,
it's easy enough . to pick twenty or so
decent songs for a compilation.
The difficulty comes in picking the
· right twenty songs. The songs that make a
listener think, "This is what NoFx is about!
Almost twenty years of music have been
perfectly captured with this album!"
Thankfully, The Greatest Songs Ever
.The Greatest Songs _Written (By. Us) manages to encapsulate ·
Ever Written (By Us) the last decade and a half of NoFx while
giving the audience some great puilk to lisGenre: punk ten to.
Label: Epitaph
NoFx is at its best when Fat Mike is at
Release date: Nov. 9 his most sarcastic and juvenile. Though
some of that raueous humor can be found
in the early albums, the band really hit its
stride in the years between 1992's White

NoFX

Dammit, Neko, you're such a tease. Not to
mention a procrastinator. While alt-country
fans worldwide continue to Wait and salivate
for Neko- Case's upcoming fourth full-length,
. she tiaes us over with this 12-song teaser live
album packed mostly with covers. As a follow-up to 2002's Blacklisted, it can be seen as
nothing but a disappointment, but taken as
the one-off, just-in-time-for-Christmas live
album it is, it's a pretty exceptional one.
The Tigers Have Spoken Case's renditions of traditional songs like
. Genre: alt-country . "Wayfarin' Stranger" and "This Little tight"
Label: Anti don't age a bit, given a new clarity through .
Release date: Nov. 9 Case's golden-throated croons. Her cover of
Buffy Saint Johns' "Soulful Shade of Blue"is
sweet and poignant, while you won't know
whether to pump your fist in the air and sing ·
along or just sit in a comer and weep to her
take on The Shangri-La's "Train From Kansas
City." And just one listen to the live version of
"Blacklisted" should reaffirm Case's titl~ of
''best female voice in indie rock"

. NEKO CASE

- JOHN THOMASON

Harcourt is not completely confident from
"Let Love Not Weigh Me Down." One of
the lines in the song has him admitting he
is'"shedding his tears" and "trying to make
sense of it all."
"Strangers" is an impressive effort .
Even if you're not much for slow-tempo
love albums, Ed Harcourt will keep you
listening, after hooking you with "This
One's For You." It is rare to have a musician put out an album with so much of
himself in it and have that album still be
friendly to audiences and easy to understand. Maybe that's because if you've ever
been in love, then you know what Harcourt is talking about, and you can relate
to him. All in all, this album is a must have
for all Harcourt fans. And if you haven't
heard him before, this isn't a bad place to
start.
- MATI BALMASEDA

Trash, Two Heebs, & a Bean and 1997's So - n;t avoid this pitfall, including an "UnderLong And Thanks for All the Shoes.
~over of the Night" in favor of a "Midnight
Consequently, it makes sense that a
large chunk of the tracks (almost half) on
Greatest Songs come from those heady
years. ·
While not in chronological order, the
tracks on Greatest Songs inspire a filn trip
down memory lane, tracking the odyssey
of NoFx from young, bratty punks to
mature - well, older, at least - bratty
punks.
Never slowing, Greatest Songs keeps
yqu rocking from the first strains of
~'Dinosaurs Will Die" to the call to "kill all
the white man" in, uh ... "Kill All The
White Man."
Adding another check in the plµs column, this compilation manages to avoid
4!cluding head-scratching "great" songs
while, at the same time, leaving actual
great·songs off the album. Even the superb
Rolling Stones collection, 40 Licks, could-

~

Rambler."
Shameful.
It's no small feat, then, that at no point
do the selections in Greatest Songs disappoint. Any songs that have been passed
over tend to fall into the category of "personal favorites" versus "greatest hits .."
While it may be slightly disappointing to
.see "Cheese" and "Where's My Slice?" left
off of the compilation, it is understandable.
It's all too rare for a -c ompilation album
to offer old and new fans alike an opp01;tu. nity to experience the soul of a band. The
Greatest Songs Ever Written (By Us) does it
. with humor and fun punk to spare. So go
ahead. Add it to the CD collection.
Though it's a job to keep punk rock elite,
this is one compilation that should be
enjoyed by all.
.

- DIANNA ZISMAN

GUITARS • AMPS • PRO AUDIO
DIGITAt KEYBOARDS • DRUMS
PERCUSSiON • MUSIC SOFTWARE
BRASS & WOODWINDS • DJ GEAR
SHEET MUSIC & MORE! -

---
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Brosnan
gets a

Woody
After the Sunset caper is
marred with homophobic

t

humor, illogical scenarios

J

BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

T

o understand After the Sunset, one
must understand its director, Brett
Woody Harrelson, above left, and Pierce Brosnan,above
Ratner. Ratner was raised in Miami, right, indulge in Brett Ratner's homoerotic After the Sunset.
Oh, and Salma Hayek's breast.s, right, als~ star in the film.
a rich child of Jewish decent. When it
came to college; he attended NYU film
school and has lived an unrealistic, ideal- an idealized setting. Ratner elevates his
ized version of the life that most can only characters above the hyper-real and navidream of. In the strangest way, this gates them into the terrain one might just
glimpse into Ratner's personal life is the call ridiculous.
Logic is something that is often missing
only way to decipher the· strange decisions that have been made in his films.
from a Ratner film (see Rush Hour and
After the Sunset begins like a lot of Rµsh Hour 2), and After the Sunset is no
movies do today, with a teaser. This teaser different. At first it looks to be a caper
involves Pierce Brosnan making out with movie, then turns into a buddy movie but
someone the audience believes might be a somewhere around theri decides it wants
man, in the first of what will be many . to be a movie filled with gay jokes and
rather uncomfortable gay jokes. The film subversive situations in which Pierce
itself revolves around a criminal played by Brosnan and Woody Harrelson can talk
Brosnan, who has supposedly retired, ,and about_each other's poles ... fishing poles.
While ·the acting is good, its context
the FBI agent that has tracked him down.
Of course, there is a "one last job" in this can sometimes prove ridiculous. When
film, and here it involves the Napoleon 3 Pierce Brosnan is sleeping next to Woody
tliamond. Salma Hayek stars as eye candy Harrelson one moment and then professand Ratner regulars Chris Penn and Don ing his love to Salma Hayek the next, one
Cheaille ham it up in overextended can't help but miss the connection emocameos that don't belong in the narrative tionally to the character; the changes just
in the first place.
don't make a lick of sense.
There are toys abound in this film, but
After the Sunset is not a b~d movie; it's
. most that have no basis in reality. They're just a painfully average one. Ratner has
fun toys and criminal toys, but when one -discussed previously that he loves "call
begins to think how they co'uld possibly backs," where one character will bring a
work (a remote controlled car), the audi- -joke back from the beginning of the
ence must understand they're living in a movie. This is abundant in After the SunBrett Ratner world, a privileged world in set. One supposes that the logic behind all

COURTESY NEW LINE

of this is that since the audience was there
for the joke the first time, when it comes ·
back to the audience they'll feel somehow
smarter for getting the reference. This,
however, can be seen as talking down to
the audience and manipulation tool that
is looked at as pretty lame by most.
Though it does appear on screen that

a

I

everyone had fun making the movie, it's
evident too that everyone tossed their
script around day 23 of shooting. By the
end of the film Ratner ma.paged to turn
everyone into a caricature and in tlie
process took away all credibility and likeability to this sometimes fun, always slick,
but disappointingly average caper movie.
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New filni explores tobacco legacy
;Fj~M ~REVIEVlf

.

COURTESY FIRST RUN/ICARUS FILMS

Documentary film legend Ross McElwee stakes out a good position amongst the North Carolina tobacco plants in the nostalgic Bright Leaves.
I

bankrupt in legal battles over the "Bull-Durham"
trademark with James Buchallan Dµke (whose legacy
would include Duke University and the American
Tobacco Company).
Along the way, however, McElwee intersperses
GENO MEHALIK
meetings with close relatives and elemental friends
Staff Writer
and mentors. His home movies of his father and
he way Ross McElwee paints it inBrightLecives, brothers (who all grew to become doctors) isolate, for
the tobacco industry and its far-spanning his- -McElwee, the pathological-agricultural connection torical implications run the small towns in embedded in his family. The filmmaker's admitted
North Carolina From pint-sized beauty queen ''Miss compulsion to capture everything on film in an effort
Tobaccos" to tall fields where laborers shuck the to slow down time is venerably flawed, as revealed in
crops that produce a $5,000 gross yield per acre every montages of candid video of his family, inducting his
harvest, ·tobacco's remnants .are still engrained in young son, that illustrate the unyielding power of
· time. _
these locales, socially and geographically.
That theme is further explored in meetings with
McElwee learned to make films in the 70s while
enrolled in the Massachusetts Institute of Technolo- two of McElwee's best friends, who are engaged to
gy's graduate film program. His earlier works include marry. Cutting to and from the couple as they vow to
- Sherman's March, a film about his Southern romantic quit smoking time anq time again, McElwee inserts a
nature juxtaposed with the conquests of Gen. William theme of desperation (placed, most certainly, ironiT; Sherman in the South in 1864. His seventh and most cally) among wedding footage. Another character
recent film, Bright Leaves, is a subtly hilarious docu- McElwee introduces us to is Charleen, his former
mentary about the tobacco industry-to say the very teacher and friend who he featured in his 1980 film of
least - as it relates to his genealogy in North Caroli- her namesake..Charleen serves, in this film, as another cheery and optimistic voice in the desperate strugna
The film begins with a visit to McElwee's cousin's - gle against tobacco by reporting the story.o fher siste:1;
home in North Carolina where the two gaze at the Rebecca, who recently died of cancer as·a result of
man's collection of film posters and original stills. His smoking.
All in all and at its best, McElwee's Bright Leaves
cousin informs him of a 1950 Michael Curtiz melodrama titled Bright Leaf and starring Gary Cooper, offers an intimate gfunpse into ·the lives of everyday
Lauren Bacall and Patricia Neal McElwee, now con- folk struggling with everyday addictions, set among
vinced that the Hollywood production, the story of the backdrop of history and speculation and temBrant Royle (Cooper), who struggles to keep hold of pered with the elements of affection and lighthearted
his position as the primary purveyor of tobacco laughter. At its worst, Bright Leaves is a yellow-teethed
against the villainously depicted Major Singleton and depressing cross-section of provincial wealth
(Donald Crisp) - is, in fact, a "cinematic heirloom," (gone big!) and its ramifications. With thoughtful
he embarks on a series of interviews to reinforce his looks at stammering countryfolk and jaunting peerings into the subtext of a family steeped in silicone soil
reticent postulation. .
McElwee contends throughout the film's historical and \vrapped in the debris of the tobacco industry,
lounge visits and conversational ruminations that his Ross McElwee's Bright Leaves yields a meditative and
scrapbook satire
of Southern
. grandfather, John Harvey McElwee, a North Carolina . low-key
discomfort.Opens
Friday
at
DMAC.
_ tobacco tycoon, was ruined and ultimately made

Ross McElwe~'s Bright Leaves
a subtly comic look at industry
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*****
Incredibles ijves up to its title
FILM REVIEW

The Incredible
family is, well,
incredible as ·a
bunch of superheroes with
powers ranging
from the ability
to create force
fields to elasticity.

COMING TO DVD - NOV. 16
.

.

Features are !Ong
on Short Cuts ·
Also, the Elf Infinifilm
Edition is worth the wait
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

Short Cuts:Criterion Collection

. BOX OFFICE
U.S. movie revenues for Nov. S-7
All dollar figures in millions
RANK· FILM- WEEKEND GROSS
GROSS TO DATE· WEEKS IN RELEASE• SCREENS

1. The lncreadibles- $70.5
$70.5 • One week • 3,933 ·
2. Ray- $13.6
$39.6 ·Two weeks· 2,463
3. The Grudge- $12.7
$88.8 ·Three weeks· 3,336
4.Saw-$11.1
$35.4 ·Two weeks· 2,467
5.Atfie-$6.2
$6.2 ·One week· 2,215
6.Shall We Dance?-$5.7
$42.1 • Four weeks • 2,542
7.Shark Tale-$4.6
$154.0 ·Six weeks· 2,817
8. Friday Night Lights- $3.0
$57.3 ·Five weeks -.2, 110
9. Ladder 49- $2.7
$70.0 ·Six weeks· 1,670
10.Team America: World Police-$1.9
$30.5 • Four weeks • 1,702
SOURCE: AP

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. AlP.FAYATRAIL,407-9n-1107

After the Sunset (PG-13)
1:003:50 7:40 10:10 12:50a

Alfie(R)
12:00 3:20 7:109:5012:20a

Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason (R)
12:1012:40 2:50 4:20 7:20 8:00 10:00 10:40 12:40a

TheGrudge(PG-13)
12:20 3:10 6:509'3012:10a

lne lnaedibles (PG)
12:0012:301:151:303:154:004:154:306:307:00
7:15 7:309:3010:0010:1510:3012:30a 12:50a

ladder 49 (PG-13)
10:40

The Polar Express (G)
12:1012:3012:501:101:30 2:40 3:0()3:304:004:30
5:10 6:40 7:00 7:30 7:40 8:10 9:209:5010:1010:30
12:00a 12:30a

Ray (PG-13)
12:00 3:306:5010:20

Saw(R)
12:401:10 3:40 6:40 7:409:4012:20a

. Seed of Chucky (R)
12:20 2:40 5:007:2010:0012:40a
PLEASE SEE

MOVIE TIMES ON i13

Pixar's lat~st an exciting, humane ·superhero landmark
MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

T

here are more superhero movies these
days than you can shake a kryptonite
stick at Some have been great (SpiderMan2), many have been lousy (Catwoman) but
all have helped to ~uild interest in the superhero
genre.
The Incredibles is perhaps the ultimate result
of that fascination - a perfectly balanced, wonderful film filled with chuckles, thrills and
humanity.
Mr. Incredible (Craig T. Nelson) is on top of
his art deco world He's got a killer physique,
tricked-out car and he just got married to Elastigirl (Holly Hunter), the most flexible woman in
the world Then came the lawsuits.
Fifteen years of retirement later and things
are not going well for Mr. Incredible. He and liis
family have been placed into a sort of witness
protection program for ex-superheroes, and
they are forbidden to use their powers. He
staves off the misery of his day job as a cubicle
drone by moonlighting with his old_pal Frozone
(S~uel L Jackson), listening for distress on a
police scanner.
· On top of all this, he can't seem to get a grip
on fatherhood He wants his hyperactive, supersonic son Dash (Spencer Fox) to compete in
school track meets, but that would blow their
cover and they'd have to move. And he doesn't
even seem to notice his daughter Violet (Sarah
Vowell), who, ·appropriately, can turn invisible.
His infant son Jack-Jack may actually be normal,
which disappoints him.
So when a slinky woman named Mirage
(Elizabeth Pena) offers him the chance to get
back in the super-business, he dons his tights
again. But when a maniacal new super-villain
named Syndrome (Jason Lee) arrives with a
semi-genocidal plot to eliminate all super-

Robert Altman's kaleidoscopic vision of
Los Angeles ba5ed on Raymond Carver's
writings finally hits the shelves in a new Criterion DVD. Afihri that has heavily influenced
many and inspire4more thenafew (see Magnolia). The disc includes a featurette entitled
Reflections on Short Cuts, a new 25-minute
videotaped conve~tion with Robert Altman
and Tun Robbins; Luck, Trust, and Ketchup:
RobertAftman in Carver Cozmtry, a 90-minute
documentary on the making of Short Cuts; a
segment from BBC television's Moving Pict°'.Lres, tracing the development of Carver's
short story ''Jerry, Molly and Sam'' for the film;
a SO-minute audio inte~ew With Raymond
Carver; various deleted scenes; a look inside
the marketing of Short Cuts, featuring trailers
and more than sixty print advertising campaigns; and a special reprint ofShort Cuts, the
Vmtage Books companion collection of Carver short stories.

heroes, Mr. Incredible will need the help of his
entire family to save the day.
Though The Incredibles _is being promoted
as a superhero parody movie like Mystery Men, .
it is not a strict comedy. Though full of whimsical moments, the film is largely a cartoon action
movie (a concept foreign to many Americans).
The Chronides ofRiddick
It is also an homage piece, filled with sly tips-ofThough not as big a success as Universal
the-cape to '50s and '60s spy and superhero
might have hoped foi; The Chronicles ofRidmaterial.
dick comes to DVD in no less then three ediHoweve:1~ unlike Sky Captain and the World
tions: widescreen theatrical (PG-13),
of Tomorrow, which had little substance other
fullscreen theatrical and a widescreen unratthan homage material, The Incredibles is a more
ed edition that supposedly includes an extra IS
complete film None of the characters are simminutes of ''unrated" footag'e. The disc also
ple stereotypes. Mr. Incredible is super-strong
includes commentary by filmmaker David
but filled with uncertainties. Elastigirl is tender
Twohy and actors Karl Urban and Alexa
and caring, but strong and independent when
Davalos; something called ''Riddick's World,''
she needs to be. Some of the characters are
which includes a 36o-degree view of eight
.twists on genre conventions. One example is
locations in the film; some deleted scenes; and
Edna Mode (writer/director Brad Bird), a
apparently, banking on the audience's boreminiature fashion designer who specialires in
dom with the lilm, Universal has also includsuperhero costumes (like James Bond's Q, but
eq a special feature where the viewer~ play
with style) and who never uses capes in her
the first level of the Xbox movie tie-in game.
designs.
Animation-wise, The Incredibles succeeds.
Bflnfinifilm Edition
Though the stark-yet-richly detailed world
Waiting almost a full year for the video
seems somewhat jarring at first, one quickly
relea.$e of a film can sometimes be a good
accepts the reality of the universe, artd some
- thing, and such is the case with Elf, the goodeffects, such as Violet's force-fields, are positivenatured comedy from the writer and director
ly stunning. The caricatured character designs
of Made. Will Ferrell stars as a human elf lost
are lively and emotive and are infinitely preferNew York City looking for his fathei; played
able to the wooden human populous of Shrek2.
by James Caan. Another in the Infinifilm
In a way, The Incredibles' achievemen~ may
series, this two-disc DVD set boasts comnot surprising. Pixar is renowned for its delivery
mentary by director Jon F~vreau, commenof great films, and one could view their iatest as
tary by Ferrell, deleted scenes and Fact Track
just par for the course. Howevei; tlie film is so
& Jump to Music viewing options. It also
wonderfully ambitious in its scope - Incorpoincludes Beyond the Movie featurettes rating ~utiful animation with intelligence and
''Deck the Halls,'' "Christmas in Tmseltown,"
actiOn-film thrills - that The Incredibles is
"Santa Mania," "Kids on Christmas" - a
probably the biggest achievement for the studio
bunch of all-access pass featurettes and a ton
to date. It's the animated film of the year, and
of other f~tures.
perhaps the best superhero movie ever.
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The futUre of~"'
anti-Bush docs
BRETT R~AN
Staff Writer

BONOWIU

ith the election over, my min~ started to
wander over the DVD shelves of the ~
videomart. I found myself in the specfai
interest section, a .shelf filled with pornography and
political documentaries that seemed to have an expiration date on them: Nov. 2.
.
In the last y~ a lot ofpolitical documentaries with
the aim of removing President George W. Bush from
office have come to the forefront Bush's Brain, Control
Room, Homs and Halos, The Hunting ofthe President,
Bush Family Fortunes, Fahrenheit 9/11 and Robert
Greenwald's "un" trilogy that includes Unprecedented,
Uncovered, and Unconstitutional.
These films, almost without exception, had a sin..:
gularpurpose: To expose the truth and to take back the
presidency. Now that that cause is lost, one is forced to
reexamine this abundance of films to see themior
what they really are: films. No longer are they propaganda_tools; their purposes to propagate are futile now
that Sen. John Kerry has lost his bid for the presidency.
The "un'' series might be the first films to disintegrate. While filled with important information, these
films are not the highest quality in terms ofproduction
value. And after getting past the propaganda value of
the films, one must examine it for its filmmaking. Sad
to say, the filmmaking is not that good, and these films
will only be forgotten about with time. Much in the
way Osama bin Laden has disappeared, these films
will follow.
·
HomsandHalosisaboutmuchmorethen the Bush
administratipn; it is about Bush as a man and the
lengths he has seemingly gone to hide his past This
film will last for as long as Bush is alive and rem.Wtbered. A film worth.seeking out, Homs and HaZos·Iaflows the author of Fortunate SoT4 an unauthorized
biography of George W. Bush, which alleges amongst
other things that Bush was arrested for cocaine.
Control Room is the one film I think will age like a
fine wine. The film is not about unseating Bush as
much as it is about showing the way in which the
media focuses on the wai: It is agreat film in that it only
has to go as far as exposing Bush's actions in the most
subtle way to show him to be as incompetent as he
continues to be almost 18 months since "Mission
Accomplished."
Fahrenheit 9/11 might be the most polished of the
documentaries mentioned, but it's the one that runs
the risk qfbeing a film that won't resonate as the years
pass. Sure, it will always have its place in the history
books as the first documentary to
the $100 million mark, and no one will ever forget its win in Cannes
and then Disney subsequently deciding not to release
it, but the film had an expiration date of Nov. 2, 2004.
What will these .films look like in another four
years? By law, Bus~ cannot run for re-election again
(until he changes tlie rule, that is) so what are these
films going to be now besides time capsules that showcase a time when America was so bad that everyone
.1 and their brothers made a documentary about how
George W. Bush is ruining America and then how
America still re-elected him? One has to wonder:
What will future generations think ofus?

W

COURTESY LIONS GATE FILMS

Take that, Harrelson and Brosnan! Ben Chaplin, left, and Billy Crudup, right, show that homoeroticism can be classy and intelligent, much to Brett Ratner's chagrin.

He was meant for the Stage
Stage Beauty a unique,
provacative love story

··

GENO MEHALIK
Staff Writer

R

ichard Eyre's newest film Stage
Beauty is a film about. what it
means to be a man. That is,
from the eyes of a 15th cenrury English
gay theatre leading man dressed in
drag. What, guys, you don't want that
kind of advice?. But seriously, Stage
Beauty, however chited a period piece,
is deceptively relevant in attacking
gender issues at their cruX.
The film is set in London in 1660, at
a time when women.were not allowed,
by law, to act in any of the kingdom's
theatrical productions. The solution
for filling female roles? Edward Kynaston (a self-involved and handsomeand-he-knows-it Billy Crudup), an
actor classically trained in the art of
female subjugation.
Waiting in the wings at every performance, however, is the mousy
Maria (pronounced Mariah, performed by Claire Danes, with a flair for
shadow-walking). Maria sews, handles
props · and coddles Kynaston after
-every performance, only to sneak off
every night and perform secretly, emulating Kynaston's Desdemona.
Upon hearing news of the new
actress from the Duke .of Buckingham,

(Kynaston's hush-hush love interest
arid a long-haired Ben Chaplin),
Kynaston is threatened by Maria's
momentum. After a dinner with King
Charles TI (a funny but not-as-charming-as-usual Rupert Everett) and a little persuasion by the king's new mistress, Nell Gwynn (a boisterous and
brilliant Zoe Tapper), Kynaston is devastated to hear the King's proclamation that women will now be allowed
to take the stage.
From thereon, Kynaston becomes
utterly childlike in appearance, challenging and chiding Maria in her every
attempt to perform. Maria, however,
receives a benefactor in Sir Charles
Sedley (a powdered and pompous
Richard Griffiths), and .quickly outshines the dwindling Kynastori flame.
Stage Beauty assesses a period in
time when men were the only players
allowed to portray female character on
stage. And it does so with great preci- .
sion. Eyre's film, written by Jeffrey
Hatcher, attacks what it means to be
male (and female, by comparison)
from all angl~s.
Kynaston's purely sexual relationship with the Duke {in which he is
requested to wear his femalS! accoutrements) and the teacher/pupil
dynamic between Maria and Kynaston
illustrate sexuality and the sociology of
gender to alarming detail. For instance.
Maria and Kynaston's role-playing and
the idea that, in any relationship, one

person is the male and one is the
female, may sound outdated. But it is,
in fact, an idea that permeates society.
The reception and then eventual
rejection of Kynaston upon the new
order of the King isolates the chilling
influence government and politics
have on sexuality. Also, a feminist vein
(and resident irony) runs through the
film and is highlighted in scenes. such
as a de's perate Crudup suggesting that
the meek-turned-heroine Danes character has stolen his life from him: ''You
wear my clothes, you play my part. You
have taken everything from me."
Danes later retorts that the way Kynaston dies on stage is hardly lifelike and
that "no woman would die like that."
Stage Beauty's fatal flaw, however, is
its introduction -0f a transcendent sexuality, where a formerly gay Kynaston
falls in love with the ambitious Maria,
who pined over him for ever-so-long.
The film's noble attempts at a genderless love story are foiled by an indigenous sexuality in the Kynaston character.
Stage Beauty is an august and conscientious attempt at dissecting sexuality versus gender versus society versus theater stage lights versus
Hollywood. With strong performances
from Danes and Crudup, an involving
plot and a thoughtful look at gender
through the- lens of a . historical
rearview mirror, Stage Beauty assesses
its audience and perforins brilliantly.
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Learn . ~o

stOplworrying·andlove the DVD re-rele~ses
Columbia Tristar
has gone and
done a silly
thing: r~leased
yet another version of Dr.

Dr. Strangelove's 4oth
anniversary DVD issue is
the film's best releas_e yet .

Strangelove
when two
already exist. It's
.too bad if you
already own the
ei.rtraordinary
Kubrick box set,
because the
special features·
on this version
include interviews with
politicans, critics
and filmmakers.

MAlT HEDGECOCK

.N
Staff Writer

uclear holocaust is ~o laughing
matter, or ~o they would have you ·
believe.
·
In 1964, during the height of the Cold
War conflict between the United States
and Soviet Union, Stanley Kubrick
. released his black comedy masterpiece
Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop
- Worrying and Love the Bomb. In spite of,
or perhaps because.of, the gl_obal crisis,
the absurdity and bleak humor of the film
came across clear as a red alert claxon.
N , 40 years later,.Dr. Strangelove still
has_the power fo. simultaneously amuse
and frighten.
President Merkin Muffley (Peter Sellers) has a slight problemon his liands. It
-5.eems one of his generals, Jack D. Ripper
(Sterling Hayden) has gone and done a
.. illy thing. He's ordered an all-out nudear
strike on the Soviets in an attempt to protect his vital bodily fluids from Commie
·
fluoridation.
To make the situation more interesting,
the Russkies .have recently install_ed a
doomsday device that will destroy all life
on Earth if even one H.,-bomb is dropped
on Russian soil. While the President
~ates the matter with Gen. Buck
Turgidson (George C. Scott) and the Nazisaluting Dr. Strangelove (Sellers again),
British Group Capt. Lionel Mandrake
(Sellers once more) tries to get the cancellation code out of Gen. Ripper before the
whole mess blows up jn their faces.
Dr. Strangelove is arguably the finest
satire ever put on film. Kubrick reveals
thy. insanity of the concept of "nuclear
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Shall We Dance? (PG-13)
4 :204:207:10'9:4012:10a

- Shark Tale (P<i)
. 12:50 3:50 6:309'1012:00a

Team America: WortdPolice (R)
4:4010:20

REGAL WINTER PARK
510 N.ORLANOOAVE.,407-628-0163

After the Sunset (P6-J3)
11:55a2:20 4:45 7:25 9:4512::20a

Alfie(R)
12:504:05 6:55 9:3512:15a

Birth(R)
12:45 3:10 5:358:1010:35

.

-

deterrent" better than. could ever be
achieved-with a serious picture.
_ The situation in tlie film is deadly serious - tlie laughs are derived from the
film's characters. Everywhere there are
fools wishing-to be taken seriously. When
President Muffley declares "Gentlemen,
you can't ·fight in, here! This is the War
Room," he says it with such qeadpan con.
viction that we_can't help but laugh.
Sellers ~gives perhaps the greatest
multi-role performance ever, but it's
George C. Scott who manages to steal the
show as the_ raving Gen. Turgidson.

Bridget Jones:
The Edge of Reason (R)
J1:50a 1:20 ~:35 4:10 5:206:508:009-15
10:4512:00a

· The Grudge (P<i-13)
12:05 2:25 5:05 7:359:5012:10a

I Heart Huckabees (R)
7:20 9:5512:25a

The rnaedibles (P<i)
12:0012:301 :15 1:303:15 4:00 4:15 4:30
6:30 7:00 7:15 7:309:3010:0010:15
10-30 12:30a

The Polar Express (G)
12:1012:401:101:35 2:40 3:204:204:50
5:10 6:40 7:10 7:40 8:05 9:109:4010:10
10:4011:3512:05a

Ray(P<i-13)

Turgidson is the embodiment of a con- Robert McNamara, Bob Woodward,
summate optimist, assuring President Roger Ebert and Spike Lee. Also included
Muffley that. once the b<:>mbing begins, is_a collectible booklet with photos and an
"no more than 10 to 20 million killed, essay by Ebert.
tops.~' Dep~nding on the breaks, of ·
The new fe~tures are very nice, but
course.· don't justify a double-dip purchase if you
As the breaks wotild have it, the film's already own the previous versiOn. Con40th aniliversary DVD release comes just sidering the price ($34.95 MSRP) Colum""
in time for the newest nuclear crisis with _bia Tristar should have sprung for at least
North Ko~ea and Iran. The new two-disc one audio commentary tack.
·
set features the previous features from
However, those who do not yet own
the original DVD release, as well as two this masterpiece would do well to pick up
exclusive.documentaries featuring inter- the newest release. Remember, nuclear
views with former Secretary of Defense war isn't funny - it's hilarious.

Alfie(R)

12:15 3:30 6:4510:20

Saw(R)

r

12:35 2:55 5:25 7:5510:45

12:151:252:30 5:05 6:20 7:20 9:55 12:20a

The Forgotten (PG-13)
7:50

Seed of Chucky (R)
12:25 2:50 5:307:5010:05'12:30a

The Grudge (PG-13)
1:15 2:45 3:104:50 5:25 6:5~ 7:40 9:05
9:50 11 :15 12:05a

Shall We Dance? (P<i-13)
12:20 2:45 5:1S7:4510:25

Shark Tale (P<i)

The lnaedibles (P<i)
12:0012:351:051:35 2:353:05 3:354:05
5:15}:45 6:15 6:45 7:55 8:25 8:55 9:25
10:3011:0011:35

11:50a2:305:00

Whatthe Bleep Do We Know?! (NR) ·
1:po 3:506:409:1511:50

LOEWS UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX
6000 UNIVERSAl BLVD.,407-J54-337zl

After the Sunset (R)
12:20 2:25 4:45 7:059:2011:45

The Polar Express (G)
....,

12:0512~51:051:40 2:20 2:50 3:20 3:55

4:40 5:10 5:40 6:10 7:00 7:30 8:05 8:35
9:159:4510:1511:0011:3012:00a
12:30a

Ray(PG-13)
12:30 1:303:30 4:30 6:35 7:35 9:40 10:45

Saw(R)
12:251:102:403:254:55 5:35 7:109:30
10:0011 :50 12:25a

Seed of Chucky (R)
12:10 1:001 :45 2:15 3:15 3:50 4:20 5:20
5:55'6:25 7:25 8:00 8:30 9:35 -10:05·10:40
11:4012:10a 12:45a

Shark Tale (P<i)
12:§5

Taxi (PG-13)
3:458:4511:10

Team America: Wortd Police (R)
12:00a

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE
1300 S. ORLANDO AVE., 407-629-1088

Primer(R)Friday:4:45 7:00 9:15 .
Saturday:4:45 7:00 9:15
Sunday: 4:45 7:00 9:15

- D.MAC
39 $.MAGNOLIA AVE.,407-992-1200

Bright Leaves (NR)Friday:2:304:30
Saturday: 2:30 5:30 7:30 9:30
Sunday: 7:00
All listed times are for the weekend andsubject to
change
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Express to
•
•
cmematic
-crapola
Polar Express strives for
family fun, but settles for
creepily real animation
DAVID GERMAIN
Associated Press

COURTESY WARNER BROTHERS

P

eople in Hollywood should never
work with children or animals,
W.C. Fields once said. Maybe that
should be expanded to hyper-realistic
computer-generated children' and reindeer, too.
As technically dazzling as we're supposed to believe they are, the creations in
Robert Zemeckis' Christmas adventure
The Polar Express just don't look right. In
fact, most of the time, they look plain
wrong, the sort of creepy characters
more likely to induce nightmares than
visions of sugar plums.
With his Forrest Gump and Cast Away
star Tom Hanks providing body movements and voices for many key characters, Zemeckis set out to create a film that
stretches the bounds of computer animation with detailed digital renderings of
the actors through a process called per.
formance capture.
Hanks and his co-stars performed on
a bare soundstage, their actions captured
by infrared cameras keyed to receptors
on their faces and bodies. Zemeckis
boasts that the expressions~and body lan-

'

Tom Hanks plays about as many roies as Slyvester Stallone in Spy Kids 3, and The Polar Express is about as dreadful·a cinematic experiment. Buuut it's G-rated, so i:nillions will see it. Sigh.

guage are so humanly authentic, the film Invasion of the Body Snatchers.
cannot even be called animation. ·
And there's something eerie and dead
Distributor Warner Bros. disagrees, about these children's eyes, making them
having entered The Polar Express in the resemble those evil, stoic kids of the 1960
Academy Awards animated-feature cate- horror fl}.ck Village of the Damned.
gory. While the characters do look more
Some family flick, huh?
real than the usual cartoon figures; the
· Screenwriter William Broyles Jr. sticks
m·ovie clearly is a form of animation, to the essence of Allsburg's plot: A boy
designed to resemble the world of Chris (body by Hanks, voice by Daryl Sahara)
Van Allsburg's beloved Christmas picture lies awake on Christmas Eve, pondering
whether he still believes in Santa Claus.
book.
Whether the creations of The Polar Along comes a train, the Polar Express,
Express are more emotive than the fairy- stopping in front of his house to haul him
tale beings of Shrek or the superhero car- to the North Pole with a bunch of other
icatures of The Incredibles is question- . kids for Santa's big send-off.
able. When Shrek's pal Donkey cracks a
With the help of a self-assured girl
goofy grin, you feel it, and grin right (Nona Gaye) and a timid boy (body by
Hapks' Bosom Buddies co-star Peter Scoback.
When the nameless children of The lari, voice by Jimmy Bennett) who's accusPolar Express stare you in the face, tomed to. Christmas passing him by, our
they're unsettling, stuck in some shad- hero comesfo once again embrace Santa
owy zone between flesh and figment. and the holiday spirit.
Hanks also provides body movements
They have lifelike parts - hair, mouths,
ears, noses - but the pieces fit together and voices for the train conductor, Santa,
rather formlessly, like the indefinite fea- the lead boy's dad and a ghostly hobo who
tures .of th~ embryonic pod people of hitches a ride on the Polar Express.

Many of the visuals are truly f?fitastic
- the remarkable detail of the train,
wolves prowling the woods, an eagle
swooping across mountain peaks.
Yet so much of the action Zemeckis
adds to stretch out a thin storybook is in
service only of the visuals, not the plot or
characters. There are grating musical routines to mostly forgettable songs by Glen
Ballard and Alan Silvestri (Aerosmith's
Steven Tyler performs as an elf belting out
the party tune "Rockin' on Top of the
World").
.,
The North Pole is a turgid mob scene,
with elves so ominous and off-putting all
they need are drabber garments, scars and
lesions to fit right into the dark army of
Mordor in The Lord of the Rings.
And when in doubt, the filmmakers
s~nd the three main kiddies spiraling
down a track or tunnel.
Maybe the pretty pictures and visual
commotion will be enough to satisfy
young children. Their parents might be
wishing they had stayed home and read
Allsburg's book again to their little ones.

·LIFE

Kevin, Hill~ is

an ~up .slope

The series, about a
lawyer ffild single
· father, boosts UPN

DANA DELA Pl ..

.T

Staff Writer ·

ICHAEL LAWRENCE
taffWriter

t .KEVIN HILL
.•
~ BYUPN
~ Genre: Drama

Air date: Wednesday, 9:00 p.m.
evin'Hill is the rarest of rarities, a

K

I

decent UPN .drama. The network, which always seems to be
wrestling with the WB for last place in
the ratings, has gott~n - ahold of a show
at might just be enough to get people
watching the network. · It's doubtftil
they'll stick around for anything else,
but they will at least watch this show. It's
- simplistic and pleasing enough to reach
a wide audience without being too
sappy or stupid.
The basic plot is that the title character is a hotshot lawyer living the luxuri'.'"
ous bachelor life until his cousin dies, at
which point he's left with the deceased's
. 10-month-old daughter Sara. Now he
· must learn to be responsible, etc. etc.]t's
really not as bad as it sounds, and that
probably .has a lot to do with the ·easily
. likable Taye Diggs, who plays Hill. The
--trest of the cast does as good a job as ~ey
can with limited roles. Kev.in Hill brings
with it the typical cliches you'd expect
from this type of lighthearted drama.
There's the gay babysitter, the firm
female employer, the goofy "let's .get
drunk and screw'' ·w omen and interchangeable best friends.
It does a nice job of balancing Hill's
social life and baby dramas with the
courtroom . case~. Generally the case
Kevin is dealing with teaches him something about raising Sarah. For instance,
in one episoqe he ha~ to defend a negligent rockstar mom. When he realizes
$he's a bad parent it makes him evaluate
himself and teaches him to keep his
morals in tow. It is preachy, but it's done
manageably without it ever running.
rampant through the whole show. With
all the high-concept shows that aren't
really going anywhere story wise, this
show is a gentle excursfon. It doesn't try
too hard, and it's wise in that it doesn't
jam itself down your throat. It's easy·to
appreciate that type of sincerity from a
show.
Kevin HiU certainly isn't the greatest
show on television, but it's also far from
being the worst. It is as it stands, a show .
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Relationship
limbo blues

COURTESY UPN

Taye Diggs, bottom right, stars as Kevin Hilfin the drama of the same name. He plays as a single father and lawyer.

that follows an ·the rules befitting its
genre aild is a ·charmmg way to waste an·
hour. Being merely good is an accom-plishment enough, considering what

network the show is on and what else
we've been offered this season. Give it a
shot when you get the chance, you just
might be pleasantly surprised.
·

here are only two.great places to be in ~ worl~ when it comes to i:e~tion
ships - ·either to be campletely m one,
or completely out of one. It is that in-between
stage that is killer and often drives people to the
brink of insanity.
.Ladies and gentlemen, I give you relationship funPo, the most awkward place to be in the
world It is that place between being complete
strangers and an actual couple, where nothing
is certain, but everything is essential.
.For most people, this can be the most fun
stage ofa relationship. The getting to know you
stage, the 1-need-to-impress:...you-so-much+
broke-the-bank-buying-this-outfit stage. It is
here girls get to act coy and mysterious while
guys strive to seem masculine and successful.
But how long is relationship limbo really
supposed tq_ last? This is where it starts to get
tricky. The longer it takes for a relationship to
progress, the crazier some people get
Imagine this: you've been seeing someone
for two months, you go out on a date and act
like a complete fool because you're nervous
and have no idea-where the two of you are
headed You might as well smack your head
into a doo~ because it can only get worse from
here.
Officially, l'think this stage can last no more
than three months. After that, you know too
much about each other, have spent loads of
time together and you will have to keep fending off questions of ''What is the deal with you
two?" and " Is<that your boyfriend or can I hit
on him?'' Not that it is anyone's business anyway. It just gets plain irritating. Plus, by this time
your relationship may have hit a ~ level
and monogamy is important on a pwchologi..;
cal aild physical level
· Getting-out of limbo-is much harder than
getting irito it I keep hearing that the best solution to this limbo dilemma is to simply communicate your feelings. But daes anyone actually do that? I could sit here and tell you til I am
blue in the face that you need to ~ommunicate
ifyou everwant to get out ofrelationshiplimbo.
But, I have never been able to do it either ·classic case of easier said than done.
The unfortunate accessory to this.rule is if
you have to ask the question, you probably
won't be happy with the answe.t Relationships
· are supposed to ,progress naturally, but not at
the speed of a turtle. If it is taking forever for
your twosome to become official and comfortable, there may be something else liolding it
. back And there are only three responses to
your question: the answer you want, the trµth
o~ the worst one of all, the lie they tell becau'se
it is what you want to heai:
While it may be the scariest thing you ever
do, ifyou truly need to know your status, go for
it Slide under that limbo stick and hope for the
best. Ifyou fall you can always start over during
the next cycle.
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View of Paris from Orlando
;..

Oh God! YES!
Paris cotnes.

to 0-town
SHARON PARE
Staff Writer

T

rate martini-and-cigar lounge, a
dance floor and a VIP section
Becky Adney, a senior art edu_.
cation major said, "My brother
heard about Club Paris on Celebrities Uncensored or something like
that .I think Club Paris will bring
more stars, and downtown needs
some· de5perate help and money.
Club Paris will attract MTV Watchers: 'provocative little girls.' Paris is
a big socialite. Cameras ~m to follow her [hehe]. It .w ill attract·older
men and yoitnger girls:'
For you Hilton fans out there
(and not just for that infamous sex ·
video on the Internet, tsk tsk), she ·
has signed a contract that requires
from her an obligatory visit at least
twice a month at the club. This will
perhaps help keep the nightclub
alive, for many locals will start to
frequent the club obsessively as
some have been itching to rub .
elbows with nationally known
celebrities.
·
In addition, Hilton will be at the
grand opening of the new nightclub on Church Street, New Years
Eve. Until 9 p.m. that evening she
will make an appearance right here
in Orlando until it is time to open
the second Club Paris that same
evening in I.as vegiis, the real sin
city. Furthermore, Hilton has also
received a seven-figure bonus· for
signing on to this deal. As if she
needs more money after her recent
nonfiction book that is No. 8 on The
New York Tunes' bestseller list, her
new jewelry line, her. upcoming
pei-fume to be released this holiday
season, her status· as the latest
Guess? model representative and
the most recent film she is shooting
to date, National. Lampoon's Pledge

he next blonde bombshell to
set up shop in Orlando will
be coming New Years Eve, .
2004. It's not ~ritney Spears, Jessica
Simpson or any ·other blonde that
bad ruled this world in the pop-idol
kind of way. But it's the bona fide
typical-to-the-tee blonde Paris
Hilton who will be opening up
Club Paris right here in Orlando.
Club Paris is set to open up in major .
party cities, including Las Vegas,
· South Beach, New York City and
London, but lucky us, we will have
the opportunity to party with this
ditzy vixen right down the street
from UCF before they open up in
any of the other "sin-cities."
Say what? Paris Hilton will be
within breathing distance from us?
Oh my goodness, isn't this the
greatest opportunity to star in my
next home video with her! No,
that's not the wishful trunking col· 1ege students and locals are hoping
for; but more so, an increase ofclass
of the nightlife in Orlando.
If many of you are not aware of
it yet, the Downtown Orlando area
KATHY WILLENS I ASSOCIATED PRESS
will actually have a skyline in two Paris Hilton will soon strut into Orlando to
years. With the nm$er of luxury open Club Paris, one of a chain of her dubs.
condominiums to be erected, such
as 55 West, The Vue Orlando, The strictly be a 21-and-up scene. Justin
Sanctuary and the already bUilt Tnnberlake surely would not Wclllt
Waverlee, these al'Cbitectural addi- to party with a bunch of teenyboptions will bring hope to the Orlan- pers at Club Paris. Moreov~ these
do economy that we have yet to · teenyboppers are worse . than This!
Although, in respect to opening
see.
drunken hookers. But then again,
Club Paris here in Orlando, is
Paige Grosnick, a sophomore howwouldoneknowthat?
communications major, said, "I
But what does that have to do Hilton aware of the fact that Orlanhearo about Club Paris through the : with Paris Hilton? Everything! .- do stops selling alcohol at 2 a.m.
grapevine - other people. Club With the addition of Club Paris to and that most of those clubs, bars
Paris will give a different vibe; a the lavish new malls (ie. Millenia and lounges close their doors· by 3
New York, LA-kind of · attitude Mall), luxury living condominiums a.m.? One is not sure whether
instead of a tourist. A lot of college and grand openings of ultra posh Hilton anq Khalilian have taken
students who Wclllt to see her will lounges along Orange Avenue (ie. that obstacle into consideration as .
be there.Maybe 18-30year old men Rhythm & Flow, The Monkey Bar to whether that issue will affect the
Although, 18-and-up will bring the and the Dragon Room, to name a success of the nightclub, but Orlanclub [dance] atmosphere b~ck to few), there is a chance that she will do should feel honored for having
Orlando:'
.
bring in high-class life here - such the privilege of Club Paris first
Tickets are on sale for this year's
Snap to reality! Don't be jealous as more celebrities, surprise surbecause it's hard to get into a bar prise-which can be a good or bad New Year's Eve event Admission is
unless you ·are illegally doing so. thing.
$199 just to get in VIP admission is
Club Paris will be opening at the $249 (and who knows if a bottle of
Actually, let's hope that club-owner
Fred Khalilian knows that the· Church Street Station !)ext to the Cristal is included). But, for a steal,
smartest marketing strategy into late Cheyenne Saloon The club's VIP private booths and beds Will be
''upping" the nightlife back into interior will be, you guessed it, pink. $999. In fact, tickets will include
Church Street would be to assure · There will also be a special section "fine fOQd, drinks, and red carpet
the Orlando crowd that it will for Hilton and her guests, a sepa- treatment:'

The indie now has full access to the Future's archives, so each week
we're bringing you an old editorial cartoon. This piece of beauty
turned up on Aug:-3i, 1995. We're sure it was topical at the time. Speakirig of which, has OJ found the real killers yet? '
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Tobacco

Fine G~ass Smoking Accessories"
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"

• Exotic Cigarettes
·Tobaccos
-. Pipes . · ·
• Papers

• Posters
·Cigars
·Incense
• Body Jewelry

• Japestries
.
•"Detoxify"Cleaners_
·Scales
• Unique Gifts

'.543 S. Semoran Blvd, Winter Park· 407-679-8365 ·
70% Discount with Student ID
Must be 18 to enter, ID re uired
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Don't like
America?
Start your own country:
All liberal, all the time!
MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer
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The desert-is this geek's dessert
admit my strong affinity for the
desert. When I retire, it's going to
be to a little villa-style house in
the middle of nowhere, ·an hour
away from any major cities,
somewhere in the wilderness of
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ .
Staff Writer
Arizona or New Mexico.
Something about the vast
n my heart, I am a city girl I scale of things here, the. emptialways have been. I would · .ness and desolation in contrast
be hard pressed to survive -with the mountains that always
without high-speed Internet seem to be hundreds of miles
onnectivity and my friendly away until you are right next to
neighborhood anime/comic them, makes my spirit seem t-0
book store. However, I must stretch. You can feel something

. This desert life a
sandy necessity

I

akin to infinity here among the the sky, and part of me gets lost.
desert brush. The sky seems so A part of me that I do not miss,
·
large, so looming, you can't help howeveL
but feel the insignificance of
I doubt I am the only one to
humanity in the universe; At feel this way. Countless movies,
night, watching the stars, youcan books, and poems have been cretruly feel the enormity ofthe uni- ated that allow the uninitiated to
verse pressing in all around us. taste what is out there in the
To call it breathtaking would be a empty places of the world Here
cliche, and it wquldn't even the only colors you see are the
begin to describe the way it rusty reds and browns of the soil
makes you feel to actually see it · and the blue of the vast sky
all up there. It takes your soul . above, peppered by an occasionaway, if that makes any .sense. I
feel like I am stretching to meet
PLEASE SEE CULT ON i15

CRAZED INDIE ROBOT

The crazed robot is a uniter
Nonpartisan things
we'll all agree on
~DIANNA ZISMAN

Staff Writer

W

ith a contentious
election over, it's
apparent that the
country needs a little healing. I
say, who better to unite the
huddled masses than your
favorite robot columnist? See,
I'm a uniter (what?), not a
divider (what?), Gon work
harder (what?), I'm a uniter
(what?), we're gon · make it
(what?), I will unite us (what?),

keep on unitin' (what?). Here
are a few things that can go a
long way in uniting us. Let the
healing begin.
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts. ·
How is it possible that even
their most simple form - a
doughnut consisting of little
more than dough, air and sugar
- can be the perfect treat? I
once read of an unusual
method to rid a garden of earwigs: you capture them, mix
them with water in a blender
and grind those suckers up.
Then pour the potion into a
spray bottle and spray it
around the garden. Apparently,
the earwigs flee. The garden

must reek of their
death, and in its
wake, they
run
for
their nasty
little lives.
Now, I
wonder ... ifa
Krispy Kreme
was sprayed with
ground-up people,
would I stay away from
there? I feel confident it
wouldn't work. I'd cross
over a battlefield of carcasses,
recognizing friends along the
way, to get my Krispy Kreme
fix. A fresh one - right off of
God's conveyor belt - that

would
melt iri
my mouth.
Mmm!
Now,
don't
look so
shocked. I've seen
people Hoover down two .
creme-filled ones in a matter
of seconds, so I'm pretty sure
I'd have good company while
crawling over my dead friends.
PLEASE SEE
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ell, now I know that it's offidal:
Turd Sandwich (AK.A Bush) has
won the popular vote for the first
time and will be president for the next four
years. Congratulations, you expletive expletives.
So now that our doom is sealed, we've got
to ask ourselves: What do we, the disenfranchised voters who punched in that other guy
on the ballot, do now that we've lost? Do we
just accept our defeat and let the country rot
itself into a puritanical nightmare? Damn
' straight!
There's nothing that can be realistically
done to lift this country from its hberal crisis.
We can do as they do and pray for the rapture, but change back to our hedonistic ways
just before the ''righteous ones" get sucked
up to heaven. But since that, like all religion,
is a load of crap, we've got to think more real-

istically.
Let's leave the country and start our own.
There's a lot of empty space, and if all else
fails we can take over Poland You can't be a
country unless you take over Poland It's a
rule.
So anyway, w~ start our own country. We
call it Freedonia 2 because we'll be honoring
the freedom we'll be standingfo~ and besides
rd only want people who get Marx Brothers
references in my country in the·first place.
It'll be great We can start a new government
and everything. First things first~ we ultimately ·separate church and state by never
having a church to begin with. People can still
have faith, they just can't incorporate it into
our government We focus on science and
the arts and fill our nation with America's
great minds who feel the way we do about
the sinking status of the country. We don't
censor; we encourage daring thought.
Remembe~ the time in which religion had
the slightest grip on the country was referred
to as the Age of Reason, whereas the most
religious time, where thoughts were completely censored and violently silenced if
provocative, was known as the Dark Ages.
We'll accept all races and sexualities and
create our own holidays. Everything from
'}1urple pantS day" to ''watch your favorite
Mandy Patankin day". We'll tax, but we'll let
people know where the money's going.
I know it sounds a bit idealistic, but what
do you expect? I went out there, like many of
my fell~w first-time voters, and supported
PLEASE SEE
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Internet trends
of yesterye~
From ninjas to
gay jokes to _
awful ·personals
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
Staff Writer

A

fter a 9ouple themed
weeks ofWeb Less Traveled, it's time to return to
normal. We're done with the
meager Halloween festivities
and people have stopped rel9ading CNN.com every few minutes
for election coverage, allowing
the rest of the Internet to proceed with the downloading of
pornography and music at normal rates. In this edition, let's
examine even more internet culture fads of yesteryear. If you
haven't seen them, then you may
already be anewbie..Read and be
schooled.

Hello my future girlfriend
http://www.xsunderground.com/t
heChilde/
Searching for love online has
always been a terrible idea It
doesn't help if you're 11 years old
and already have a mullet large

~nough to challenge that ofmost
NASCAR fans. The original
Geocities page from 1998 died
eons ago, but countless mirrors still exist of this young
Michael Blount's infamous
childhood folly. While the
image is creepy and the
page des~ is awful, the
sound byte is worse.
Load the page and you'll
hear young Michael saying, "Hello my future girlfriend This is what I sound like.
I am 11 years old in the sixth
grade in New Mexico. Please PM page:'It's
·me if I am in Yahoo Chat Bye! run by a guy
Thanks for stopping by!" in the named Robert Hamburger, who
most creepy, monotone way pos- . posts,
"Ninjas
are
sible. In January of 2004, he cre- sooooooooooo sweet that I want
ated a site at dec~itfulorg, claim- to crap my pants. I can't believe
ing his status as the Internet's it sometimes, but I feel it inside
foremost child celebrity and ·mY heart. These guys are totally
telling his side of the story. It's awesome and thafs a fact Nmsince died again, ~ut with that jas are fast, smooth, cool, strong,
. much embarrassment in his past, powerful, and sweet I can't wait
is it any surprise that he named to start yoga next yeai: I love nin-his blog somethlllg as emo as jas with all of my body (includ"deceitfulorg?"
ing my pee pee)." Combining
youth culture's omnipresent love
of ninjas with- the then stillReal Ultimate Power
http://www.realultimatepower.net unique idea of acting stupid
Welcome tc;> the self-pro- online for . comedy value, Mr.
claimed "Official Ninja Web- Hamburger's site became wildly

Go left,
young man
FROM
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tree-face, and as a result felt crushing
defeat rn be damned ifl sit through
this disgrace ofan administration for
four more years. The Civil War lasted four years, as did both World
Wars. Do you know how much
destruction can be caused now? Join
me, my readers, as we start our brave
new world, our beautiful nation,
Freedonia 2. It can't be any worse
then what'll happen here. You can
say that after the results were
announced Nov..3, I saw- the light I
truly realize what the people want
and know now just how the world
works. I might be less tolerant now
and a bit more unforgiving, but why
not? Got to fit in somehow.

J

populat:
rll
admit
that
I
hadn't visited
the
site
in
years, but in
going there
now, rm not
surprised to
fmd that he too
has written a
·book. For only
$9.95, you can buy
Real
Ultimate
Power: The Official
Ninja Book from
;--; Amazon. Apparently
""- it's some kind of confidence-building selfhelp piece. Crazy.

lsGay.com.
http://www.isgay.com
Got a friend named Bill? Send
. a
link
to
http://bill.isgay.com. He'll find a
fake news article about himself
being proven gay after the New
York Fire Department had to
re.spond to a tragic accident
involving felching and flatulence.
Maybe your friend isn't named
Bill? No problem! Whatever his
name is, just stick it in the spot
before "isgay.com" and send
away. The page will be instantly
generated to describe any name
you like. Sure, it's juvenile, but
most fads weren'tbuilt oil avantgarde witticism. Prank away!

him

Cult films, anime dig desert
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al dull green ofthe desert plants.
The colors seem almost muted.
It is a quiet and powerful beauty.
Somehow, looking into the
impossibly distant horjzon, I feel
those qualities rub off on me. Considering that I arrrnormally .
quite the chatty Cathy, this is
huge change. I can understand_
Why those cowboys and Indian
braves who rode out into the
desert for weeks a~ a time came
back so very cool and collected, ·
with a stillness inside them.
After just a few days, I can feel it rubbing off on me.
Of course, that doesn't mean
1 am ready to run off to the
desert yet I am sure there is a lot
this place could teach me, but I
am not quite so sure I am ready

a

to learn it I have ~lot more city
adventures to go on, and a lot
more talking to do before I am
ready to be one with the void
Still, my appreciation is deep.
And many others have taken a
stab at it Trigun, probably my
favorite anime in the entire
world, is based in a desert world ·
far in space where the remnants
of humanity must struggle to
survive. The cinematography
makes full use of the landscape.
The great, despised, honorable
David Lynch, god of the strange,
has even dabbled in the desert in
some of his films. Lost Highway
especially did a disturbing job of
portraying some of the eccentricity of those tiny desert towns
that pepper the landscape.
. But none of that stuff holds a
candle to the real deal, to the

actual presence of the desert all
around you Don't be fooled. To
experience it, you must live it I
suppose that's true about any
place, though. To actually know
the mountains, you-must visit
them in person All the pretty
pictures of the Rockies don't do
them any justice at all, and those
sparkling sandy beaches aren't
real unless you can dip your feet
in the water.
Why not try experiencing
some of these places for yourself? I think travel changes you
in a very special way, and I know
I would not be the person I am
without seeing as much of the
world as I have. There is so
much to explOre, so much beauty to be found here onF.arth, that
it makes the heavens and space
seem unimportant
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Emerald
Nuts unite

America
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. Attending a Homecoming game ~t
sees your team lose about 40 yards on
one play with about a minute left in the
fourth quarter · and the game tied?
Pathetic. Taking off after that to play
Qµarters with friends (who have plenty
of available alcohol)? Awesome.
Those bizarre Emerald Nuts commercials. Don't lmow what they were
smoking to come up with that marketing concept, but it's working for me.
Well, sort of. I haven't purchased any
Emerald Nuts, but it does provide a
good chuckle, and that's good enough
for me. Two thumbs up. So, in honor of
the Yankees: Enraged New Yorkers
Love Emerald Nuts.
You haven't lived until you've seen
From Justin to Kelly dubbed in Spanish.
Es bueno. Muy bueno.
Canada is lovely this time of year.
- From the "don't they know what that
word means?" files (and a timely dL
covery on.the heels of our ~ecent Amaize-ing cover story): The American
Cornhole
Association:
http:/I
www.playcomhole.org Go ahead, check
it out, play a couple of games of cornhole (or COI'IJ. toss). It's completely legit
I think that life would be pretty awesome if every time you went out somewhere, Survivor (the band) suddefl'fy
materialized and started singing a song
about you to the tune of "Eye of the
Tiger."
Celebrities failing to notice that one
of their twins has tumbled out of the
dress - leaving them painfully exposed
-will never stop being funny. Not ever.
Staying up and watching late night
infomercials with friends always means
good times. With a good bit ofluck, you
could be treated to an hour of watching
Dr. Ho hawk his_. muscle stimlJ}ator ...
tliing (it's impossible not to love an
infomercial that features women
enthusing ''with Dr. Ho, I don't need~
husband anymore!") followed by an
infomercful for the mother of all unfortunately products, Nads Hair Removal.
. Yes, it's been about a million years since
that debuted, but that doesn't mean you
can't still laugh at it.
·
So, there it is. Even when it seems
like you share nothing in common with
your neighbors, don't lose hope. From
consuming mass quantities of Krispy
Kremes and Bacardi to singing along to
your favorite tunes from the '80s, there
will always be good ways for Americans
to unite.

